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ABSTRACT

A preliminary investigation of the ex¡st¡ng truck transport situat¡on and the nature of the

governing vehicle weight and dimension (VWD) regulations ¡n the northeast region of Thailand

was conducted. A number of key aspects and problems relating to truck operation in the

region are revealed. A summary of the state-of-the-art knowledge base concerning large truck

transportation operating efficiency and pefformance based on a review of literature from

Canada, the United States, and other countr¡es was completed. The summary was focused on

the potential ir¡terest of future developments ¡n the VWD regulations governing large trucks ¡n

Northeast Thailand. Finally, suggestions for relevant research relating to VWD issues of

apparent import to regulatory development opportunities concerning large truck transport in the

northeast region of Thailand are presented.
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GHAPTER 1

EruTROMUCTsOru

1.1 THE MOTIVATIONI

The northeast region of Thailand is of a very rural nature, with a strong dependence upon

agricutture and its related industries (agro-industries) such as rice mills, cassava processing

plants, sugar processing plants, etc. Trucking is the most ¡mportant mode of transport for these

products both within and out of the region, as well as the major mode of freiglrt movement into

the area The growth and development of the region's economy have a strong linkage with

the development and provision of eff¡cient and effectúe truck transport services, now and in the

future.

Thailand is not unique in this regard, as the movement of freight by truck plays an increasingly

important role in economies of both developed and developing countries throughout the world.

Coupled wÍth this grwing dependence on truck¡ng has been a worldwide trend to facilitde

(through infrastructure improvement) and p€rmit (through regulatory change) the utilization of

larger and/or heavier trucks-with the objective of reducing freight transport op€rating costs and

thereby increasing economic growth.

While larger and heavier trucks can potentially lead to substantial reduaions in transport

operating costs, in doing so, they also usually necessÍtate higher infrastructure costs - both in

terms of initial const¡uction costs and ongoing rehabilitation and maintenance costs. Various

aspects of the trade-off between the reduced operating costs and increment of infrastructure

costs-as well as other impacts of general interest in considering large truck issues (i.e., traffic

engineering considerations, truck safety considerations, etc.¡ - have been, and continue to be,
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the subject of major research around the world.

This research examines a wide variety of matters of import to guiding the h¡ghway development

policies of all countries. While the state of this work is such that many fundamental questions

remain unanswered (and in some cases indeed probably unasked), important advances in the

knowledge base have been made. Some of the "leading-edge" research on the subject has

been carried out in recent years in Canada

It is aga¡nst this background that this project has been conceived, with the goal of providing

a comprehensive and timely knowledge base about truck operating efficiency and performance

considerat¡ons of potential ¡mport to the future road development policies and projects ¡n the

northeast region of Thailand - giving particular attefit¡on to the issue of the regulation of truck

size and weight.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The project has three principal objectives:

to develop a preliminary assessment of key aspects of the existing truck transport
situat¡on in northeast Thailand;

to develop a summary of the state€f-the-art knowledge base concerning large truck
transportation operating efficiency and performance considerat¡ons of potential interest
to future developments in the weight and dimension regulations (and the related
infrastructure design considerations) governing large truck operations in northeast
Thailand;

to develop suggestions for relevant research relating to truck weight and dimension
issues of apparent import to regulatory development opportunities concerning large
truck transport ¡n the northeast region of Thailand.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The project is concerned with "medium" and 'large" trucks and truck combinations - defined to

mean vehicles designed to handle gross vehicle weight (G\Al1/) of 12 tonnes or more, and

regularly used in "ex-urban" (i.e., intercÍty) transport service.

I.3 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERANOruS

The project relies on three bas¡c sources of information: (i) the literature; (ii) un-published

material obtained from Canadian and American highway agencies, and; (iii) a limited field survey

of truck operat¡ons in Thailand's northeast region carried out by the author in summer, 1987

and 1988. Published research findings of particular interest to the prolect include recent

Canadian, US, and many other coufiries' work.

The first objective is based on the resutts of a limited field survey and a series of interviews

and discussions with government officials and truck operators undertaken by the author ¡n

summer, 1987 and 1988.

The second objective is based on the collection and synthesis of recent research findings,

and the "interpretation' and "extrapolation" of those findings into a knowledge basê of relevance

to northeast Thailand.

The third objective is concerned with the formulation of a series of research projects to be

undertaken by staff and students at Khon Kaen Universig.
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Chapter 2

TF{E ÇURREruT' TRIJCK TRAruSPORT' S¡TUAT¡Oru !ru ruORTHEAST THAILANÞ

2.1 PURPOSE OF THE CHAPTER

As is the case in many countries, Thailand's economy ¡s strongly dependent on the production

and processing of agricultural products, and their shipment to market. ln northeast Thailand,

where more than 80% of the population are farmers, the sh¡pment of agricultural products is

exclusively based on truck transport. Truck transport is therefore a vital mode of freight

transportat¡on in the region. More efficierÌt and effeaive truck transport can lead to an

improvement in the economic situation of the region, and therefore, in the country itsetf.

The purpose of this chapter is:

(a) to present a general outline of the northeast region of Thailand;

(b) to determine the act¡vity system relating to truck transport needs, the transportat¡on

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

system servicing truck transport, and the flow pattern of truck transport;

to exarnine the region's goveming vehicle weiglrt and dimension (VWD) regulations;

to examine the region's truck fleet and operating character¡stics;

to present three case studies of truck operations conducted in northeast Thailand; and

to d¡scuss apparent problems with, and opportunities for improvement of, truck transport

in the region.

2.2 THE NORTHE.AST RËGIOh¿

Thailand is divided geographically into four regions, narnely, the north, the northeast, the

central, and the south. The northeast region consists of 17 cities (changwats) as shown in
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Figure 2.1. The region lies between 14" and 18. north latitude and 101" and 106" east

longitude. The northern and eastern boundaries of the region are separated from Laos by the

Mekhong River, while the southern boundary is close to Kampuchea. The western and

southwestern boundaries border the north and central regions of Thailand, respect¡vely.

The northeast region occupies 169,500 square kilometres and in 1983 had a total population

ol 17,219,000, both of which are one-th¡rd of the whole country. The populdion growth rate

of the region in the past eight years was 2.2Á (compared to the national average growth rate

of 1.8%). The region's gross regional product (GRP) in 1982was45,60O million baht at 1972

prices (21.0 baht = $1 Cdn approximately), which was 14.1% of the gross domestic product

(GDP) of 324,300 million baht in the same year. The per capita GRP in that year was 2,658

baht, one-third of the national average per capita GDP of 6,690 baht (1972 constant price) [1].

The less developed economy of the region is due largely to the relativety low productivity of the

agricultural sector, caused by poor natural conditions such as uneven rainfall and infertile soil

t1l. lnsufficient road networks in agricultural areas is also an important factor. lmprovement

in accessibility, and the provision of efficient and effeaive freight transportat¡on would contr¡bute

to an increase in the farmgate prices of agricultural products, and a decrease in'production

costs--both of which would act as incentives for farmers to produce more. Consequently,

improvement in the road network serving rural areas, and the development of more efficier¡t and

effective truck transport can play an important role in more efficient agricuttural production. This

would in turn help to alleviate regional d¡sparities in personal income, living standards, and

social environment.
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2.3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEEDS FOR TRUCKIÍ\üG SERVICES IN THE REGION

Truck transport is the most important (and, indeed for much of the region, the only) mode of

freight transportation within the reg¡on and between the region and the rest of the country.

Consequently, truck transport plays a critical role in transporting agricultural products. The

following sections describe key aspects of the regions activity and transportation syslems

concerning trucking.

2.3.1 The Ac{lvttv Svstem Relatlnq to Truck Transport Needs

Thailand is an agricuttural country. ln the northeast region, as in the other reg¡ôns, agricultural

product¡on and related industries are the dominant economic sector. Approximatety 82"/o of the

region's population (in 1983) was employed in or dependent on the farming sector [1]. This

is about 42% of the totalfarm population of the whole country. Farmland in the region consists

of 49Á of the region's total land. The cultivated areas of the region are mainly planted with

paddy (70%), upland crops (cassava, sugarcane, kenaf, maize, ehc.) (20%), and tree crops,

vegetables, flowers and others (10%) I1].

ln terms of planted area and production, the four major crops in the region ranked in order are

rice, cassava, sugarcane, and kend. These four crops are not only consumed within Thailand

itsetf, but also are exported to other countries such as Japan, European Economic Community

(EEC), etc. Therefore, these four crops have a strong effect on the northeast region economy.

Table 2.1 shows the number and total produaion of processing factors for these four crops with

respect to several cities (changwats) in the region.
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For rice, the total production was 5,180,900 tonnes per year, and the number of big and

medium scale rice mills were 64 and 161, respectivefy. These rice mills were mainly located

in changwat centers and in urbanized amphoes (smalltowns) in the rice producing areas. For

cassava, the total production, including chips, pellets, and flour, was 11,990,700 tonnes per year

and the number of chipping, pellet, and flour plants were 1193, 319, and 13, respect¡vely. Most

of the cassava processing plants are located in Nakhon Ratchasima, Khon Kaen, and Udon

Thani. For kenaf, the total production, including baling and textiles was 431,600 tonnes per

year and the number of baling and textile plants were 146 and 12, respectively. Kenaf plants

are mainly located in changwat centers such as Khon Kaen, Ubon Ratchathani, Nakhon

Ratchasima, Si Sa Ket, and Udon Thani. For sugarcane, the total production, including brown

and refinery sugar, was 654,500 tonnes per year, and the number of brown and refinery sugar

plants were 4 and 6, respectively. Large-scale sugar plants with processing capacity of more

than 2,200 tonnes per day of sugarcane are in Khon Kaen, Udon Thani, and Buri Ram. tt

should be noted that Nakhon Ratchasima Khon Kaen, and Udon Thani are the princ¡pal cities

producing and processing the major crops.

Past producl¡on trends indicate that the production of the major crops in the region has

increased, The production of upland crops such ¿ts ca.ssava and sugarcane in part¡cular has

been increasing rapidly over the past ten years. This may be due to the improvement of the

road network and the expansion of the plar¡ted area [1]. The need for truck transport in the

region has increased in response to this trend.

2.3.2 The Transportation System Servlcino Truck Transport

The major transportation modes in the northeast region are highways, railways, and air

transport. Of these, highway (truck) transport is by far the most ¡mportant mode of freight

transportat¡on. Most agricuttural produds ¡n the reg¡on are transported by trucks.
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The region's highway network consists of national (primary and secondary) and provincial

highways owned by the Department of Highways (DOH). There are about 1,600 km of primary,

3,200 km of secondary, and 7,600 km of provincial highways [1]. The highway networks under

DOH in the reg¡on are ¡llustrated in Figure 2.2 This figure shows the arterial highway network

which consists of five primary highways and 23 secondary highways. For the primary highways,

routes 2 and 24 are the principal highway arter¡es and the rest, routes '12, 2' and 23, traverse

the reg¡on east and west from route 2 and also const¡tute the spokes of the highway network.

However, secondary highways interwoven between primary highways share an indispensable

role in the h¡ghway transportation of the region. ln addition, a number of provincial and rural

roads supplemer¡t the primary and secondary highways. Typical cross sections for primary

highways and provincial highways are illustrded in þpendix A-1.

There are two railway lines extending from Bangkok to Nong Khai and to Ubon Rdcf¡thani after

branching at Nakhon Ratchasima (Figure 2.2), Atthough these railway lines are sometimes used

to tr¿u-ìsport some freight such as petrol, bamboo, etc., they are mainly used for passenger

transport. lt should be noted that one railway line parallels routes 2 and 24.

2.3.3 The Truck Transport Flow Pattern

As mentioned, agricuttural products in the region are mainly transported by truck. These truck

flows are principally divided into three segments, namely: (i) truck flows from farms to

processing plants; (ii) truck flows from processing plants to the markets (domestic consumers)

within the reg¡on, and between the region and the rest of the country; and (iii) truck flows from

processing plants to exporters in Bangkok or in other cities of the central region, such as

Chonburi and Chacheongsao. For example, in the case of cassava, cassava product will be
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transported to some small scale cassava chip plants along provinc¡al roads near cassava

producing areas. Cassava chips are mainty transported to large-scale pellet or flour plants to

be processed. Then some procassed materials (cassava flour) are d¡stributed to the market

within the region, and between the reg¡on and the rest of the country, but most of the

processed materials go to exporters in Bangkok.

Commodity flows of the main crops (rice, cass¿rva, kenaf, and sugarcane) are illustrated ¡n

Appendices A-2 to A-5. Most producing areas and processing plants are located along routes

2 and 24. The major routes used to trarìsport processed material to exporters in Bangkok and

other cities are Routes 2,24, and 30ø.. ln general, the commodity flouæ of rice, cassava, and

kenaf are quite similar, ¡n that the processing plants are located adjacent to producing areas

of each specific crop. Therefore, the flow len$hs are generally short. However, for sugar

cane, the flow lengiths are relatively long, because of the small number of processing plants,

and therefore, their less4¡stributed locdion.

Tables 22 and 2.3 show truck flow surveys for G and lGwheel trucks, respectively. These

surveys were conducted by DoH in 1980 d D1 to D7 locations, deta¡led and ¡llustrated in

Table 2.2 Truck flow surveys for ô.wheel trucks

Observed Location
Truck Operation TOTAL

D7D6D1 D2 Ds D4 Ds

Total Loaded Trucks
(trucks/day)

Total Loaded Plus Empty
Trucks (trucks/day)

Empty Rare (%)

151781 39 101 343

1718

8076

336

76
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Table 2.3 Truck flow surveys for 1O-wheel trucks

Observed Location
Truck Operation TOTAL

Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Total Loaded Trucks 352 121 70 114 316 195 32 1200
(trucks/day)

Total Loaded Plus Empty 475 232 2O7 218 692 258 71 2153
Trucks (trucks/day)

Empty Rate (%) 26 Æ ffi 48 s4 24 s5 44

Source: References [2] and [3].

Appendices A-6 and A-7. Observation points D1 and Ð2 arc located on route 2, D5 and D6

on route 24, D3 0n route 12, D4 0n route 2, and D7 0n rctfte 212. lt should be noted that

four of seven observation points are located on the principal primary highways (routes 2 and

24) in the reg¡on. As such, this data probably repres€nts the major commodity flows in the

region. ln the Z4-hanr surveys, the truck flow dæa were collected for 6- and 1O-wheel trucks

with respect to different GM/V levels and the four different commodity types. The commodity

types were: (i) vegetables, fruits, and animals; (ii) consruction materials such as cement, steel,

gravel, etc.; (iii) rice, fertilizer, and other major crops; and (iv) all others. According to the

truck flow data observed, rice, fertilizer, and other major crops (i.e., commodity gròup iii) were

the major commodities carried by those trucks. Thqse commodities accounted for approximate- 
,

ly 4Oo/o and 50% of the total number of 6- and 1O-wheel loaded trucks, respectively.

It is d¡ff¡cutt to compare the truck flow data illustrated in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 to the commodity

flow patterns for the major crops shown in Appendices A-2 to A-5. While the flow patterns

shown in those appendices are the truck flows from farms to processing plants, the truck flow

data ¡n Tables 2.2 and 2.3 represent the combined truck flows for different segments, as

described previously. However, some relevant obseruations can be made:
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At locat¡on D1 on route 2 (Khon Kaen-Udon Thani), the total number of loaded trucks
per day combined for both 6- and 1O-wheel trucks is 433 (780 trucks per day for loaded
plus empty trucks). This number is the highest value among the seven observed
'locations. The percentage of loaded trucks (combined 6- and 1O-wheel trucks) carrying
rice, fertilÞer and other major crops is approximately æ% of the totals. At læat¡on D1
on route 2, rice, cassava, kend and sugarcane transported to processing plants at
amphae Nam Pheng (no. 0609) have to pass by this observation point. ln particular,
the sugar plant at Nam Phong had a large capacity of more than 5,000 tonnes per day
and each plant collected more than 1 million tonnes of sugarcane during the period
from November to May in the 1983 crop year [1]. These considerations, coupled with
the transportat¡on of processed materials of those crops to the markets and exporters
in Bangkok can explain the large number of loaded trucks per day observed at this
point.

At location D5 on route 24 (Chok Chai-Hang Rong), the total number of loaded trucks
per day combining both 6- and 1O-wheel trucks is 366 (1028 trucks per day for loaded
plus empty trucks). The percentage of loaded trucks carrying rice, fertilizer, and other
major crops is approximately 41oÁ of the total. At location D5 on route 24, rice and
kenaf transported to processing plants at Nakhon Ratchasima and sugarcane
transported to processing plafis at Buri Ram will pass by this observation location.
Particularly, route 24 has been mainly employed to transpoÌt cassava from adjacent
producing areas to processing plants in amphoe Chok Chai. lt should b€ noted that
the total c€rssava processed materials (Chip, pellet, and flour) in changw* Nakhon
Ratchasima, including amphoe Chok Chai, has the largest value of all 17 changwat in
the northeast region [2]. ln addition to these considerations, the truck flows carrying
processed materials of those crops from processing plants along route 24 to the
markets and exporters in Bangkok are significant reasons for the high total number of
loaded trucks observed at locat¡on D5.

2.4 GOVERNING VEHICLE WE¡GI.IT ÂND DIMENS¡ON (VWDì REGULATIOAüS

All regions in Thailand employ the same VWD regulations. These regulations are also applied

for all roads throughout the country. However, for some rural roads, the trucks are limited by

specific bridge capacity limÍts.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the four most common truck types operated in the northeast region

and Thailand. These truck types are:

2-axle,6-wheel (2) straight trucks (vehicle type l);
3-axle, 1O-wheel (3) straight truck (vehicle type ll);
S-axle tractor-semitrailer (3€2) combination (vehicle type lll);
3-axle, 1O-wheel straight truck plus Z-axle full{railer (3-2) combination (vehicle type lV).

(¡¡)

(i)

(¡r)

(iiD

(iv)
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Z-axle, Gwheel (2) straight trucks (vehicle typ€ D

$axle, 1o-wheet (3) straight truck (vehicle typs ll)

S-axle tractor-semÌtrailer (3S2) combinaion (vehicle type lll)

3-axle, lGwheel straigttt truck plus 2-axle full-trailer (S-2) combinat¡on (vehicle type lV)

O Single wheet

@ Dual Wheel

The four typical truck types ín the Northeast Reg¡onFigure 2.3
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Table 2.4 The changes in basic maximum VWD regulations ¡n 1976 for the four typical
truck types operat¡ng in Thailand

Vehicle Type I Il lll fV
Vehiclo Cha¡acteristics

Prel976 Post-1976 Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Maximum Dlmenslon (m)
Height 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8
w¡dth 2.5 2.5 2.s 2.5 2.s 2.5 2.5 2.5
Total Length 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 f8.0 18.0 18.0

Msx¡mum Axlo Loads (kg)
Steering Single Axle 2000 2300 36æ 4600 36æ 4600 3600 46æ
Non-steering Single SOOO 9100 8m 9100

Axle
Tandem Axle 144æ 164{Ð 144OO 1ô4OO 144€{) lArcO

Maxlmum Gross Vehlclo 10000 12000 lS0co 21000 32400 374oO 34tþO 39200
. welght (kg)

Table2.4 shows the \/\r1/D regulatory changes in 1976 and the basic maximum VVVD regufat¡ons

govern¡ng in Thailand for the four common truck types. The maximum size limÌts (height, w¡dth,

and total length) for those four vehicle types are constant except for the tractor-semitrailer

combination. The individual semitrailer length w¿rs cheurged from 12.0 m to 12.5 m (not shown

in the table) and the total tractor-semitrailer comb¡nation lenEh was also changed from 15.0 m

to 18.0 m in 1981.

On the other hand, there were many changes in axle load and gross veh¡cle weight (GMIV)

limits. Ade load limit changes are summarized as follows::

(¡) the steering-s¡ngle axle load limÍt was increased from 2,000 kg to 2,900 kg for veh¡cle
type l, and from 3,600 kg to 4,600 kg for other vehicle types;

(iD the non-steering single axle (dualtires) load limit was increased from 8,000 kg to 9,100
kg, and

(¡ii) the tandem a¡<le load limit was increased from 14,400 kg to 16,400 kg;

GMrV load limit changes are summanzed as follows:

0 GVW limits were raised from 10,000 kg to 12,000 kg for vehicle type l;
(¡i) G\A/V limits were raised from 18,000 kg to 21,000 kg for vehicle type ll;
(ii¡) GVW limits were raised from 32,400 kg to 37,400 kg for vehicle type lll; and
(iv) GVW limits were raised from 34,000 kg to 39,200 kg for vehicle type lV.
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Those changes were made for primarily economic reasons. The increase in axle load limÍts and

and attendant increase in G\^ff limits lead to an increase in payload capacity and productivity

for each truck type.

Table 2.5 shows the comparison of governing VWD regulations in Thailand to those in Canada,

Europe, and the United States. A number of observations can be made:

Table 2.5. Comparisons of governing VWD regulations in many countries.

\AIVD Regulatory Elements THAII.AND CANADAI EUROPEAN U.S.A
COUNTRIES

(l) DIMENSION UMITS (metre)

Max. height
Max. width
Max. length

3.80
2.50

4.15
2.60

4.O 4.114.27
2.50-2.60 2.M-2.60

(ll) AXLE LOADS UMITS (tonnes)

Steering single axle
Non-steering single axle
Tandem axle
Triple axle

- straight truck & tractor 10.0
- trailer 8.0
- semitrailer 12.5
- tractor-semitrailer 18.0
- straight truck plus trailer 18.0
- double trailer

4.6
9.1

':.o

12.5 11.0-12.4 10.7-18.3
12.s-14.7 11.O.125 8.5-15.2
13.5-1s.s 12.0-N.S. 14.6-N.R.
20.0-23.0 15.5-24.0 **
20.4-23.0 18.0-24.0 **
21.O_23.O 19.0_24.0" **

5.s-9.1 10.0-13.0". 9.0-10.0
9.0-10.0 10.0-13.0 9.0-10.0
16.G20.0 16.0-21.0 1s.4-16.3
16.0€0.0 21.0-27.O 19.0-24.s

26.047.5 24.O32.O 20.9-26.3
37.5-57.5 38.0-44.0 36.3***
50.0-63.5 38.044.0 36.3***
50.0-63.5 39.0-44.0 36.3***

(ilr) GROSS VEHTCLE WEtcHT LtMtTS
(tonnes)

Straight truck 21.O
Tractor-semÍtrailer 37.4
Straight truck plus trailer 39.2
Double trailer

SOURCE: References [6], [7], [9], and [41]
N.S.: not specified, N.R.: not restr¡ctedo not permitted in some countries** no length limits on the lnterstate system (as per STM, effective June 1g8B) [6]
l"n GVW limits up to 36.3 tonnes (80,000 lbs) allowed on all lnterstate h¡ghways [41].1 Pre-RTAC proposed MffD regulations
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The maximum height limit of trucks in Thailand (3.80 m) is slightly less than that ¡n
Canada, Europe and the U.S. (4.0-4.27 m). This situation leads to a cubic capacity
reduction, important to trucks operating under ucube-outo conditions, and also leads to
ínefficient container transportat¡on. lt is very difficutt to transport a standard container
on a flatdeck truck under the 3.80 m height limit. lt would be suitable to raise the
height limit up to a value which could facilitate conta¡ner transport (approximately 4.2O
m). However, it is essential to l¡mtt the height of trucks to within an appropriate value,
because too much increase in height limits (and therefore, a higher center of gravity)
can aggravate truck stability and control.

The maximum width limit in Thailand is equal to that used in several other countries.
However, there is an increasing trend towa¡d using trucks with 2.6 m rather than 2.S
m width. This can provide a higher cubic capacity and higher running stability, and
facilitate the use of refrigerated trucks and the transport of standard pallets.

The maximum limits for both individual and combination lengiths in Thailand are gen-
erally less than those in othei countries. This is very important to the trucking industry
in Thailand, particularly for'cube-ouf truck operations, because the most effic¡ent ap-
proach to ¡ncreas¡ng truck payload and therefore productivity is to employ longer trucks.
The individual lenEh limit for straight trucks (10.0 m) and trailers (8.0 m) hare never
simultaneously been achieved under the total len$h limit of 18.0 m for the stra¡ght
truck plus full trailer combination, because part of the total combination length has to
provide for draw bar lenEh. h would be suitable to ¡ncrease the overall length limit of
this truck type to facilitate the utilization of both stra¡ght truck and full trailer at maximum
lenEh limits. Another issue ¡s that while the overall length limit for a tractor-semitrailer
unit is 18.0 m, the indiv¡dual semitrailer lengrth ¡s restr¡cted to 12.S m. According to the
individual semitrailer length limit (12.5 m), the overall length has never reached 18.0 m.
Therefore, it would be appropriate to allow the use of a longer individual semitrailer
lenEh. Particularly when considering ¡nternat¡onal freight (container) transportation,
there is a strong pressure to change individual semitrailer lengrth limits to facilitate the
conta¡ner transport. The new standard conta¡ner lengths arc 45 and 4{l fe€t, wh¡ch
cannot be handled by existing Thai semitrailer length limits (12.50 m). However, off-
tracking performance should be determined in this regard. lt shoutd be noted that the
double trailer combinat¡on is not allowed to operate in Thailand.

A non-steering single a:<le load limit in Thailand is relatively compatible wÍth those in
other countries. Howev€r, for tandem axles, the a:de load limit governing in Thailand
lies approx¡mately at the minimum values of those in Canada ánd Eurõpe. This is
possibly because there ¡s no increasing tandem axle load allowance as a result of
spreading out the axle. lt should be noted that an axle load limit for tandems ¡n
Thailand lies at the ma(¡mum value of that in the U.S. For a steering single axle, the
load limit in Thailand is significantly less than that in other countries. lt shõutd also be
noted that the Tha¡land government has not allowed the use of triple axles.

The maximum G\ArV limit for all vehicle types in Thailand are generally less than those
in Canada and European countr¡es. The main reasons are the lower axle load limits
for all axle types, no increases in tandem axle load limit as a result of spreading out the
axle, and no allowance for using triple axles. For straight trucks, the GMrV limit used
in Thailand is less than that in the U.S.A. However, for tractor-semitrailers and stra¡ght
truck plus trailer units, the GVW limits used in Thailand are greater than those ¡n ine
U.S'A. The GVW limit for each vehicle type in Thailand is based on the summat¡on of
allowable axle load limits of axles in that vehicle type, for example, tractor-semitra¡ler
units consist of a steering single ade, two sets of tandem axles with axle load limits of

4.

5.
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4.6 tons and 16.4 tons, respectively. Therefore, the GVW limit for tractor-semitrailers is
37.4 tons (4.6 + 16.4 + 16.4).

2.5 TRUCK FLEET AND OPERAT¡NG CHARACTERISNCS IN THE ruORTHEAST REGION

Vehicle types I and ll are the principal truck types used to transport several agricultural

commodities within the region, and between the region and the rest of the country.

Nevertheless, based on discussion with truck operators and government officers in the summer

of 1987, there is a growing use of heavier/larger truck combinations (in particular of types lll

and lV) in the region. These combinations provide higher payload capacity (higher productivity),

lower operating costs, and lower fuel consumption. However, vehicle types I and ll still

dominde the truck fleet in the northeast regíon.

A principal factor influencing truck fleet and operaing characteristics is VWD regulations. ln

general, the companies which produce various types of trucks understand such regulations and

therefore try to des¡gn those trucks to match the governing regulations. Typically, trucks are

designed to take as much advantage as possible of the opportunities available for maximizing

payload capacity within the confines of the VWD regulations. However, the effects of VWD

regulations on truck fleet and operding cha¡acteristics a¡e complicated by a nurhber of non-

VWD factors, such as operat¡onal preferencas, commodÍty characterist¡cs, route characteristics,

etc. The following description will introduce the generaltruck fleet and operating characteristics

in the northeast region.

2.5.1 Truck Tare Welqhts

Table 2.6 [4] shows the average tare weights for 6- and 1O-wheel trucks (vehicles type I and

ll, respectively). lt can be seen that the tare we¡ght for the 1O-wheel truck (8.54 tons) is

significantly greater than for the 6-wheel truck (4.7S tons).
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Table 26 Truck tare weights

GWheel 1O-Wheel

No. of sample
Average Tare Weight (tonnes)
Standard deviation (tonnes)

43
4.75
1.35

75
8.*
o.4

SOURCE: Reference [4]
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2.5.2 Gross Vehicle Welqht Dlstribution

Surveys on the GVW distribut¡ons for 6- and 1O-wheel trucks were conducted by DOH at the

seven locations (D1Ð7) in the northeast region ín 1980. This survey is the same as that

described in Seaion 2.3.3. Figure 2.5 shows the GVW cumulative distribution curves for 6. and

1O-wheel trucks operated in the region. Details of GMff distributions and G\¡W cumulative

distribut¡ons of those truck types are ¡llustrated in Appendix A-8. tt should be noted thd Figure

2.5 is the resutt of the analysis of weight of loaded trucks only. Some observations are as

follows:

The average GMrV's of loaded & and lGwheeltrucks are approximately 1O.g tons and
20.0 tons, respectively, and the standard deviation of GVW distributionls d Ê and 10-
wheel trucks arc 2.8 tons and 3.6 tons. This means that the G\/W distribution of 10-
wheel trucks is more dispersed than that of Gwheel trucks. Atthough these trucks are
restr¡cted under the saflìe size regulations, Gwheel trucks are suitable for lo¡r density
commodities, but lGwheel trucks are suitable for high density commodities. This is
because the maximum G\M/ limit and actual ¿¡verage G\M/ of 6-wheet trucks are
significantly lower than those of 10-wheel trucks.

For both 6- and 1O-wheeltrucks, approximde¡V n% of all loaded trucks are operated
at less than these respect¡ve GMrV limits (12 tons for Gwheel trucks and 21 tons for 10-
wheel trucks). The remaining 23% are overloaded. The observed maximum GVW of
6- and 10-wheel trucks are approximately 17.0 tons and 31.0 tons, respectively. lt
should be noted thd incidence of overloaded truck operation is very high.

1O-wheel trucks are more imponant to traff¡c and bridge engineers than ô.ùheel trucks,
because 10-wheel trucks are operated at greater GV\ff levels and the number d loaded
and overloaded 1O-wheel trucks are greater than those of 6-wheel trud(s. The number
of loaded and overloaded trucks for 1O-wheel trucks is 1,200 and 272 trucks per day,
while the number for 6-wheel trucks is 343 and 79 trucks per day.

2.5.3 PavloadDistrlbutlon

This analysis relates the GVW distr¡bution curves for 6- and 1o-wheel trucks (described in

Section 25.2) to the typical tare weight of those truck types (described ¡n Section 2.5.1). The

difference between those two values represents the distr¡bution of weight payload handled by

these truck types. Key obseruations are as follows:

2.

3.
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Based on maximum G\Âff limits, the we¡ght payload capacity for 6-wheel trucks isT.2S
tons (i.e., 12.0 tons, max. GM# limit - 4.75 tons, average tare weight) and that for 10-
wheel trucks is 12.46 tons (i.e.,21.0 tons - 8.54 tons). The average actual weight
'payload for 6-wheel trucks ¡s 5.55 tons (i.e., 10.3 tons, average GVW - 4.75 tons), and
that for 1O-wheel trucks is 1 1.46 tons (i.e., 20.0 tons - 8.54 tons). This means that the
average actual weight payload of 1o-wheel trucks is more than double that of &wheel
trucks. Figure 2.5 shows that, while 77% of all &wheel trucks are operated under the
ma¡<imum weight payload of 7.25 tons, only approximately 11o/o of all 1o-wheel trucks
are operated under that value. ln other words, 89% of 1o-wheel trucks are op€rated
at higher payload than the maximum payload capacity of Gwheel trucks.

According to these findings, lGwheel trucks are more productive, in case of the'weight-ouf

operating situation, than Gwheeltrucks. Atthough the tare weight of 1O-wheel trucks is higher

than U:lat of 6-wheeltrucks, this situaion is compensated for by the fact that the lGwheel truck

can operate at a substantially greaer weigtrt payload capacity.

2.5.4 Truck Operatlnq Gharacterlstlcs ln the Northeast Reolon

Table 2.7 shows the percer¡t share by farmers, factories, and middlemen in collecting and

transport¡ng the raw materials from farms to processing plants for the four major crops (rice,

cassav4 kenaf, and sugarcane). Almost all sugarcane and more than 80% of cassì¿va are

transported to processing plants by farmers in their own or hired trucks. However, while 5O%

of the paddy crop is still deatt with by middlemen, kenaf is mainly collected by the faaories [1].

Generally, farmers are poor and rarely own either 6-wheel or l Gwheel trucks. Farmers usually

own small trucks (2-axle, 4-wheel trucks), or oEatan" trucks as shown in Figure 2.6 and

described in Appendix A-9. Farmers will employ these trucks to transport their product from

the¡r farms to the factories. However, when the distance between farm and factory is large and

a large amount of producl is to be transported, farmers will hire a larger truck such as 6- or

1o-wheel trucks, to transport the¡r products.
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often unsuitable, because these truck combinations are too long and too heavy for the route

to the farms.

Ten-wheel trucks are the ma¡n truck type for the transportation of processed material from the

processing plants to the markets or exporters in Bangkok or in other cities in the central region.

However, there is an increasing trend toward using tractor-semitrailer units and/or 1o-wheel

trucks with a full traiþr to accomplish this activity. However, Gwheel and lGwheel trucks still

dominate agricuttural product transportation in the northeast region.

It should be noted that based on the truck flow data described in Section Z.g.g, the percentage

of empty trucks for both Gwheel (80%) and for lGwheel trucks (44%l is vëry high. The

situat¡on for 6-wheel trucks is worse than thd for 1O-whed trucks. This can be partly explained

by the fact thd there is considerable competition among G and lo-wheel truck operaors [4].

This percentage of overloaded trucks for both ô and lo.wheel trucks (the same 2S%) is also

very high. The reason for this truck overload situation is inappropr¡ate enforcemenL

2.6 CASE SruDIES

This seaion presents the results of interviews with truck operators conducted by the author

during the summers of 1987 and 1988 in the northeast region of rhailand.

2.6.1 Case Studv I

Place: Changwat Khalasin

Number of Trucke Owned: 3

Truck Gharacterlstlca: See Appendix A-10

Prlnclpal Commodltles !-landled: Cassava processed products, milled rice, fertilizer, and
construct¡on materials such as cement, ste€l, etc.

Operat¡on Routlng: lftalasin-Bangkok (approximately 5OO km).
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Effects on Farmers: lf the market price of cassava product is high, the cassava processing
plant will raise the buying price of c¿ßsava product in order to encourage the farmers to harvest
and sell their products to the processing plant. The truck operator mentioned that the price
of cassáva fluctuates. For example, the low price is approximately S0O bahVtonne, the high
price is about 1,250 bahVtonne, and the normal price is 800-900 bahVtonne (approximate
exchange rate ¡s 21.@ baht to $1 cdn).

Effects on Truck Operators: Because the cassava processing plants usually adjust freight
sh¡pments to match th€ markets in order to maximÞe their profits under the fluauating market
prices, the plant usualþ has a large capac¡ty to store the products from the processing plants
for long periods of time. This is the ma¡n reason for the fluctuation of truck traffic and
transporting price. For example, when there ¡s a large amount of processed cassava product
in storage, and at the same time, the market price of such product ¡s high, the plants wíll hire
a number of trucks to transport such products to the markets in Bangkok. This is because the
processing plant owners want to sell their products at the h¡ghest possible profits. The
transport rate will therefore be high. The sarne scenario works in reverse. The truck operator
said that the transport rde in October-fr¡larch is high, approximately 290 bahvtonne as
compared with the normal rate of 16G.170 bahtltonne.

Profh Versus Loss: The truck oper€¡tor stated that he hires one driver per truck at a wage of
6,000 bahVmonth. ln addition, for each Khalasin-Bangkok round trip, the operâtor has to pay
2,30G2,400 bahtitrip to cover the overhead cost, fuel cûs{ and small maintenance costs (i.e.,
oil, tire repair, etc.). ln the back-haul trip, if the truck returns loaded, the truck operator usually
earrìs approximately 1,6@2,000 bahVtrip.

It ¡s assumed thd the truck canies 14 tonnes from Khalasin to Bangkok at a rate of 170
bahtlton and also canies commodities for the retum trip (receiving 1,800 baht). The net
rev9ru¡e will be roughly 1,880 bahtÍrip ([170 x 14] + 1,800 - 2300). However, if the retuming
truck ¡s empty, the net reì/enue will be 80 bafrítrip. ln the latter case, it is not worthwhile tó
operde a truck under a one.way loading sftuaion.

ln a real situdion, it is even worse for both cases, because the following costs must also be
taken ¡nto accour¡t: driver salary (approximately 6,@O bahVmonth), ma¡ntenance cost, t¡re
replacement cost, depreciat¡on cost, ar¡nual licence fee (6,000 bahVyear), insurance cosl (1Z,O0O
bahVyear), and administrd¡on cost.

VWD Regulatlon Conslderatlons: The truck operator explained that a lGwheel truck plus a
full trailer (vehicle type lV) can provide more benefit than a 1O-wheel truck without a trailer.
However, there are a number of difficulties in shifting from a l0-wheel truck to a truck plus full
trailer. These difficulties are as follows:

(i) the stock engine power of the 1O-wheel truck (120 hp) is not enough to haLl a full
trailer. Therefore, the orig¡nal engine must be modified in order to raise the power to
170 hp. ln addition, the truck operator has to buy a full trailer for each 1o-wheel truck.
The initial investment cosít is very high:
- engine modification cost : 50,000 baht
- full trailer cost = 150,000 baht
- net payment = 20O,000 bal'¡t

(¡D there ¡s a fluctuation in the amount of commodity to be transported and high
competition in the trucking industry

0¡D the flexibility in operation of such a combination is less than that of 1o-wheel trucks.
For example, it is difficult for the combination to pass on the small roads and to
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negot¡ate sharp turns in rural planting afeas.

2.6.2 Case Studv ll

Place: The storage office of the Shell Company L:td., Khon Kaen

Capaclty of Storage Tanks:

Premium tank: 50O,000 litres
Benzine tank: 500,000 litres
Gasoline tank: 1,700,0O0 litres

Changwats belng served: Khon l(aen, Loei, Sakhol Nakhon, Udon Thani, Nong Khai, Boiet,
Maha Sarakham

Truck Character¡stics: As shown in Appendix A-11

The manager of the Shell office explained thd there have been three storage offices in the
northeastern region - at Nakhon Rdchas¡m4 Ubon Ratchathani, and Khon l(aen: At the Khon
Kaen storage office, fuel (premium, benzine, and gasoline) is transported from the central
storage tank in Bangkok to Khon lGen by rail, and then is pumped from the railway stat¡on to
separate storage tanks for each type of fuel.

The Shell Company makes an annual cor¡tract with a trucking company and the trucks of that
comp€¡ny serue the petrol pump stations in the changwats previously described.

Coet Conslderatlone: ln each fuel delivery from storage tank to any pump station, the total
costs ¡ncluding cos of fuel and fuel transportd¡on can be calculated from the following
expression:

COST=x[(C-D)xL]+pxT

where: C = the unit fuel price (bahVlitre) depending on fuel type,
D = ¡he discounted rae (baht/litre) of tuel price depending on tueltype,
L = âJïìouftt of fuel to be transported (itres)
P = ffia¡<imum fuel carrying capacity of trucks or truck combindion (litres)
T = fuel delivery rate charged (bahll¡tre)

The fuel price (C) is specified by the government. The d¡scounted rate (D) will be applied onty
when the pump station owners immediately pay for their bill in cash; this rate ¡s sét'by Sheli.
The delivery rate (D is established by Shell based on the distance between the storage tank
and the pump station. lt can be seen that the total fuel delivery cosl consists of fuel cost
ë t(C - D) x L] and delivery cost (P x T). The delivery cost (P x T) is independent of rhe type
and amount of fuel delivered. This means that no matter which type anO-how much fuel is
to be transported, the delivery cost is st¡ll the safiìe. Therefore, atÍpump stations try to order
as much fuel as possible in each order. Furthermore, the manager of the Shell office stated
that because the delivery cost is high, many pump stat¡ons buy their own trucks to transport
the fuel.
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Truck Operator Opinion on VWD Regulations: The truck operator explained that h¡s trucks
have never v¡olated the governing VWD reguldions, because the trucks were designed
according to the regulations. This implies that his trucks were influenced by MIVD regulations
only duiing design and construction. The operator also stated that he preferred not to use
larger truck combinations. His reasons were É¡s follows:

- existing trucks are suitable to handle the amount of fuel to be transported

- if the demand for fuel remains constant and the operator decides to use heavier and
larger truck combinations such as vehicle types lll or lV, the truck operator would have
to d¡spose of trucks and drivers. This situation is worsened if the demand for fuel
decreases.

- many pump stat¡ons buy their own trucks to transport fuel from storage tank to the
stations because the transport¡ng cost is cheaper. This situation would reduce the
demand for fuel delivered by the operatofs truck.

- thê initial investment cost is quite high for engine improvement, purchasing new full
trailers and/or new semi-trailers.

2.6.3 Case Studv lll

Place: Phoenix Pulp & Paper Company Limited, as shown in Figure 2.8, amphoe Nam Pong,
Khon l(aen

Capacity of the Company: 350 tonnes per day

MaJor Raw Materlals: bamboo and kend

Sourcee of Raw Materlale: Changwat lGnchanaburi (570 km) and Prachinburi (3S0 km) for
bamboo, and changwat Khon lGen, Udon Than¡, and adjacent planting areas for kend.

Kenaf Transportatlon: The head of the transportat¡on division of the company e*plained that
this company is the b¡ggest company producing pulp to supply many paper making companies
in Thailand. The Phoenix compâny is locded in the northeast region because the reg¡on
produces the greatest amount of kend in the country (based on average kenaf product¡on from
1981 - 1983, 97o/" of total kenaf products in Thailand are produced in the northeast region).

The company set up many center collection po¡nts to purchase kenaf product from farmers
throughout the region. Each center collection point collects that product and then contracts
with trucking companies to transport it to the processing plant at amphoe Nam Pong. The
vehicle types used to transport kenaf product are 1o-wheel trucks, 1o-wheel trucks with full
tra¡lers, and tractor-semitrailer units. However, the farmers will sometimes hire 6-wheel or 10-
wheel trucks to transport and directly sell the¡r produas to the processing plant at Nam Pong.
Figure 2.9 shows kenaf transportat¡on carried by lGwheel trucks.
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Bamboo Transportation: Bamboo is another raw material for paper making. The two main
sources of bamboo are in changwat Kanchanaburi and Prachinburi in the central region. Some
is also collected from many places throughout the northeasfi region.

There are two ways to transport bamboo from Kachanaburi to the processing plant in Nam
Pong: First, bamboo can be hauled from Kanchanaburi to Non Payom tra¡n station
(approximately 20 km from the plant) and then transferred to trucks (i.e., 6-wheel trucks, 10-
wheel trucks, 1O-wheel trucks with full trailers or tractor-semitrailers). Some of these vehicles
are shown in Figure 2.10. Those trucks will carry that amount of bamboo direag to the
processing plant and drop it off at designated areas. Second, the 1o-wheeltruck plus fulltrailer
and tractor-semitrailer combinations used to transport the processed product (bales of pulp)
from the plant to the markets in Bangkok will carry bamboo from Kanchanaburi back to the
plant. Therefore, these truck combinations are loaded for both forehaul and backhaul trips.
For each lO-wheel truck plus fulllrailer unit, the same facilities, both truck and trailer, are used
for forehaul and backhaul trips. This is becat¡se both truck and trailer in that combination are
owned by the same person, and he doqs nd want to leave his own trailer ât Bangkok and haul
someone else's trailer back to the plant. However, for tractor-semitrailers, the operator usually
owns only a tractor, and rents the semitra¡ler from the plant. Therefore, the truck driver will
drop the semitrailer holding processed product d Bangkok and haul a new semitrailer
cor¡ta¡ning bamboo back to the plant d Nampong.

It should be noted that the second approach is the main one. The first approach is used only
when the demand for bamboo is high. Afthough the cost for both approaches is approximately
the same, the f¡rst causes longer traveltime and the availability of the service and its capacig
cannot be ensured all the t¡me.

Bamboo transportation from Prachinburi to the processing plant can be carried or"rt only by
truck transport. The plant will make a contract with carriers to transport bamboo. The
larger/heavier truck combinaions such as truck plus trailer and tractor-semitrailer combinations
have been used. However, in the rainy season the amount of bamboo from Prachinburi
decreases because of the difficulties of geting trucks ¡nto the bamboo growing areas.

The LJtlllzatlon of Larger/Heavler Tn¡ck Oomblnatlons:

ln order to transport bamboo from lGnchanaburi or Prachinburi, the larger/hêavier truck
combinations are principally used. This is because those combinations-can catry a larger
amount of bamboo in each trip and the distance between origÍn and destinæion is quite far
(570 km for Kanchanaburi and 38O km for Prachinburi). Further, these combinations will carry
commodities for both forehaul and backhaul trips, which in tum increase benefits.

2.7 APPAREhIT PROBLEMS Ar,¡D OPPORTUhüINES FOR IMPROVEMEhüT

According to the previous sect¡ons, a number of truck transportat¡on problems related to the

VWD regulal¡ons are revealed. These probtems and opportunities for improvement are

summarized as follows:
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2.7.1 VWD Requlatorv Problems

There are a number of M#D regulatory problems potentially causing inefficient and therefore

less product¡ve truck transportation. These problems and ways to allev¡ate them are discussed

below.

The maximum heigltt limit (3.80 m) of truck vehicles operat¡ng in Thailand is retatively low.

According to the international freight transportation, there is an increasing trend toward using

sandard conta¡ners to carry freight between countr¡es. This consideration suggests thd it is

necessary to ¡ncrease height limit up to the value which will facilitate a conta¡ner on a flat{eck

truck operation. This means that the height limit should be raised to 4.20 m. This considera-

tion will also raise, to some e)üent, the cub¡c capacûy of trucks for other commodity types

(mainly low density commodities). However, height is still limited by vertical clearance of

bridges and truck stability and cor¡trol performance (the higher the center of gravity, the lower

the manoewring stability).

The maximum width limit (2.50 m) in Thailand is compatible to that ¡n other countries. However,

there is a strong pressure to increase the width limit from 2.50 m to 2.60 m ¡n mahy countries

(i,e., European countries). This is because the 2.6Gm width limit provides more efficier¡t truck

operation such as for refrigeraed trucks, trucks handling standard pallets (i.e., 120 x 80 cm)

or other standardized building elements. This considerdion is also applicable to the Thailand

situation, and suggests that it is necegsary to increase the width limit in Thailand to 2.60 m.

It should be noted that the increase in width limit can also increase stability and cor¡trol

performance, and cubic capacity of these trucks.

lndividual vehicle lengith limits and overall combination length limits were not appropriately set

up. The first issue is that wh¡le individual truck and traler lenEh limits are restr¡cted to 10.0
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m and 8.0 m, respect¡vely, the overall truck plus full trailer lengrth limit is 1B.O m. This means

that the ¡ndividual truck and trailer lenEhs can never simuttaneousty reach their limits within the

overall combination lengrth limit of 18.0 m because part of the overall length is occupied by

drawbar lenEh. This consideration suggests that the overall truck plus full trailer lenEh limit

should be increased to allow the truck and trailer to operate up to their individuai lenEh limits.

The second issue is that while the overall length of tractor-semitrailer is limited to within 19.0

m, the individual semitrailer lenEh is limited to 125 m. This means that the actual combindion

lengith never reaches the limit of 18.0 m whenever the semitra¡ler lengith is 12.5 m. This

consideration suggests that the individual semitrailer lenEh limit should be raised up to the

value allowing the overall combinæion lengrth of 18.0 m. r'

The increases in individual truck vehicle and overall combination length limits will improve truck

operdional efficiency and productivÍty. However, these lenEh limit increases would potentially

cause unacceptable problems involving tuming characteristics or associated with higlrway

geometry requirements in the case of individual vehicle lengrth. For the combination length, the

length limits should be restricted by highway geometry considerations (i.e., passing sight

distance, tuming châracteristics, etc.), traffic considerations (i.e., highway capacig, lwel of

service, etc.), vehicle load d¡str¡butíon on bridges, safety considerat¡ons (stability ànd control).

It should be noted tf¡at in many countries including Thailand, these technical bases have never

been clearly used to determine length limits [6, 9]. Truck vehicles operating under'cubeout"

situations require increased len$h limits, and there is pressure for individual and/or combindion

length limit to accommodate standard containers. Therefore, it should be appropride to

increase the individual and combination length limits at least up to the values facilitating the

handling of containers (the standard lengths of containers are 4s and 4g feet).

The load limit on single steer¡ng axles is relatively low. This limit should be increased and

restricted in the same manner as non€teering single-tire single axles. Tandem axles can carry
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more load when the axles are spread out. This suggests that the axle spreading regulations

should be established to facilitate this matter, and to control the damaging effects of different

axle types (i.e., tandem and triple axle) on highway pavements. Triple axle should be allowed

because such axles can carry more load than tandem axles. However, load carrying capacity

of triples must be based on the axle spread and suspension system [6, g].

GVW limits in Thailand are based on the summation of axle load limits of all axles in the vehicle,

and can be enhanced by increasing axle load limits andlor adding more axles. The addition

of more axles in the vehicle will reduce load bearing on each axle, while increasing GVW of that

vehicle. This will reduce adverse effects on pavements, but possibly increase adverse effects

on bridges. 'Therefore, the Ð(le spacing regulaions should be established to cor¡trolthe effects

of heavier vehicles (higher GVW) on bridges. For lGwheel trucks, the GVW limit may be abte

to b€ enhanced by increasing the steering single a¡<le load limit up to the limit of the non-

steering single axle, and by increasing the tandem axle load limit by spreading out the axles.

For tractor-semitrailer combindions, GVW limit can be efficiently increased by changing the

semitrailer axle from tandem to tr¡ple axle, as shown in Figure 2.11. The distance between the

tandem ade of the tractor unit and the tr¡ple axle of the semitrailer must sat¡sfy the axle spacing

regulat¡on, and axle spread of the tr¡ple should be kept within an appropriate rarige because

the triple axle with wide spread can aggravde dynamic manoewres of the combination [8].

For a 1o-wheeltruck plus fulltrailer unit, the GVW limit can be efficiently enhanced by changing

the rear axle of the trailer unit from a single to a t¿ìndem axle, as shown in Figure 2.12. The

axle spacing limit must also be applied for this consideration.

Atthough axle spread and spacing regulations can be used to control the damages of load on

pavements and bridges, another Wpe of regulation, namely -Bridge Formula' has been used

in this regard in many countries (i.e., U.S.A., Canada (Ontar¡o)). The bridge formula is quite
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Figure 2.11 Semitrailer axle change from tandem to triple axle

O Single Wheel

@ Dual Wheel

Figtre 2.12 Full trailer axle change fro two single to one single and one tamdem axle
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complex, but it works well in controll¡ng pavement and bridge damage, and at the same t¡me

furnlshes a more efficient and productive truck operation, Therefore, it would be more

appropriate for the Thailand government to develop a bridge formula to regulate the trucking

industry in future.

2.7.2 Overweloht Enforcement

It is apparent that approximately one-fourth of both loaded G and lGwheeltrucks are operded

under highly overweight situaions. This possibly results from inadequate enforcement control.

The ovenseight circumstance is worse for lGwheel trucks in particular, because the

overloadedlGwheeltrucks are opêrated d much greder GVIV than overloaded 6-wheeltrucks,

and the total number of overloaded lGwheel trucks per day (272) is significantly higher than

the number of overloaded 6-wheel trucks per day (79). Overloaded trucks have an adverse

effec{ on both highway pavemer¡ts and bridges. lt ¡s recommended thd effective er¡forcement

programs must be increased; as well, the expected cost of fines, coupled with the probability

of being detected, must be greder than the incentive to overload [S].

2.7.3 Larqer/Heavler Truck Utlllzatlon

According to discussion with government officers and truck operators, it was found that 6- and

1O-wheeltrucks have been dominant in the trucking indusry in the northeast reg¡on. There has

been little increase in number of tractor-semitrailer and truck plus full trailer units, even though

utilization of these comb¡nat¡ons will lead to an increase in payload capacity and therefore in

produaivi$. The following factors are reasons for such circumstances:

- there is very high competition in the truck¡ng ¡ndustry

- there is as seasonal fluctuation in the amount of freight to be hauled. This fac{or, coupled
with the highly compettt¡ve trucking situation, can force truck operators tc stop operation for
some period of a year because of lack of freight to be handled.
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the legal increases in axle load limits, as well as illegal increases (resutting from overloaded
truck operation) encourage truck operators to continue using their existing trucks, because
they'can operate their trucks at h¡gher G\¡w and therefore productivity, withoú any
investment for new trucks.

truck operators indicated that larger truck combinations such as tractor semitrailers or trucks
with full tra¡ler combinations have difficufties in accessing the farms.

the capital investment for modifying the engines of exist¡ng trucks or for purchasing new
trucks such as tractors, semitrailers, or full tra¡lers, is relatively high.

cultural and tradÍtional factors play a part. For example, the operator does not want to shift
from two 1O-wheel trucks to a truck plus a full trailer combination, because he would have
to lay off one driver.
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CH,AFTER 3

, TRUGK FLEHT ATSÐ OPHRAT¡ruG çHARACTERISTICS

AS A F[JruCTlOru ÕF GOVERruIruG WE¡GHT AruÐ MIMEruSION RHGIJIÁT8OruS

3.1 THE PURPOSE OF TFIE C¡-IAPTER

ln Canada Vehicle Weight and Dimension (VWD) regulations governing the truck¡ng indusry

have:had a marked effect on truck fleet and operating characterist¡cs. ln examining these

reguld¡ons and the truck¡ng industry's response to them, certa¡n pattems emerge which can

be applied to the situaû¡on in Thailand. The purpose of this chapter, then, is to revlew recent

literature in this area, in order to elitract these areas of relevance.

For the purpose of chrity in reviewing the complex lÍterature in this field, the chapter has been

organÞed to address the follouring object¡ves:

to examine general Canadian VIvVD regulations;
to examine how MffD regulâtions affect truck fleet selections;
to examine hcnv MrVD regulations affect truck fleet mix;
to examine how MÂ/D regulations affect ac{ual gross vehicle weiglrt (Gv\tr);
to examine how non-VWD factors affect truck fleet characteristics; :

to determ¡ne the limitations in ex¡sting knowledge.

3.2 CA3\tADtAh¡ VWD REGULAflOA,¡S

VWD regulations are the govemmentaltoolto protect highway infrastructure such as pavements,

vertical and horizontal roadway geometry, and bridges from rapid deter¡oration due to operation

of too heavy and large truck configurations. ln addition, the effects of truck operating

performances such as offtracking, braking, passing manoewres, stopping distance requ¡rement,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
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etc. on traff¡c flow capacity and level of service, accident records, environment (vibration, no¡se,

air pollution), and public concerns also have some influence on MrVD regulatory setting. M¡VD

regulations generally restr¡ct the maximum size (height, width and length) and maximum we¡ght

(tire load, axle weight and gross vehicle weight) of different types of vehicles. However, in

some cases, the bigger and heavier vehicles are allowed to operate under special permits.

The Canadian VWD regulations are composed of six basic elements [6]. These elements are

- vehicle height
- vehicle width
- vehicle lenEh (for trucks and tractors, trailers, semitrailers, and combindions)
- t¡re loads
- axle loads (for singl+front-steering, other-front-steering, síngle, tandem, tr¡ple)
- gross vehicle weights

ln addition to these principal elements, there are a number of WVD regulatory elements such

as a¡<le spread, axle spacing, kingpin-to-rear of unit, behind cab-to-rear, etc., interacting and

complicAing the six principal elements ment¡oned above.

For example, GVW limits have been mainly affected by axle load limits, axle spread regulations,

axle spacing regulations, and axle number limitat¡ons [6]. GMff limÍts for a particular vehicle

can be increased by direa$ increasing GV\ff limits up to the values equal to sum of ex¡sting

axle load limits of all axles in that vehicle, direaþ increasing a¡<le load limits, allowing higher

axle load limits by spreading out the axles (for tandem and triple axle) and adding more axles

by allowing the use of triple, tri-, and quad axles. As a resuh of adding more axles in the

truck, axle spacing regulations will be applied to ensure that the allowable GVW of the truck

will not deteriorate bridge structure.

These M&D regulatory elements are establ¡shed and administered differenfly among the different
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provinces. This, coupled with the complicated jurisdictional strucrture (e.g., municipal, territorial,

provincial, and federal governments) leads to a complex and non-uniform VWD regulatory

structure. The complexrV and non-uniformity of the VWD reguld¡ons potentially affect truck fleet

characteristics and the¡r operat¡ons. For example, mGst of the truck transport operated under

multiple MffD regulations in different regions must conform to the least common reguldory

denominators, or must reduce the load carried or change the vehicle prior to passing through

the higher restrict¡ve region.

Over tirne, the Canad¡an V\ffD regulations have been changed in the direction of providing the

use of bigger and h,eavier trucks. For example, the single-ade load, tandem-axle load, and

GV\ff limits were increased from 18000, 32000, and 74@o pounds to 20000, gs0o0, and 11(Ð00

pounds, resp€ct¡vely, on primary highways in the Prairies according to the Prairie Highway

Strengthen¡ng Program (H.S.P.) in 1974. The single-axle load, tandem-ade load, and GVW

limf¡s were raised to 2@@,400oo, and 110O@ pounds, respectively, on all major higl"rwrys in

the Atlant¡c provinces according to the Atlant¡c Highway Strengrthening Program in 1978. For

primary highways, the GVIV limit was increased to 118æo pounds in Alberta and Saskatctrewan

and to 124600 pounds in Manitob4 and for secondary highways, the GVW limit was raised from

74OOO to 108000 pounds in the prairie provinces according to their VWD regulatciry changes

in 1981182 [121. The main reason for ir¡troducing these MnúD regulatory changes was to

improve economy and uniformity in truck operatiors because the utilization of bigger and

heavier trucks operat¡ng under the more uniform VWD reguldions among several regions would

lead to higher efficiency and productivity in truck transportat¡on. The truck productivity

consideration is even more important when the trucking industry is currently subjeaed to

recession, rising fuel prices, inflation, etc.
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Table 3.1 summarÞes allowable limits on height, width, lenEh, tire load, axle load and GVW for

various,truck types in different provinces as of January, 19BB t11] (it should be noted that a

lot of other considerations about VIuVD regulations have not been included in th¡s table).

3.3 TRUCK CHAR.ACTERISTICS AzuD VWD REGULANONS

There are many factors influencing the dimension, shape, weight, and configuration

characteristics of large trucks operat¡ng on highway systems. one of the principal factors is

MffD regulations. Ull [13] pointed out that "...Trucks are designed to obtain the most effective

use of what the sÞe and weight laws permif. The relationship between MÂ/D regulations and

truck-fleet charaaeristics is important to highway and bridge engineers and planhers regarding,

for example, how the configurdions (fleet mix) and GVIdV of large trucks responding to the VtrvD

regulaory changes affect highway strustural capacity (the higher the ade load, the more

deterioraion), highway bridge strength (the higher the GVw and the less distributed, the more

deteriorat¡on), and highway geometry (the wioer and longer the vehicle, the more highway

improving requirements, such as lane-widening a ir¡tersect¡ons, passing lanes, and so on.

The following subsections discuss the effects of VWD regulations on truck fleet selèctions, fle€t

mix, and actual G.V.W. lt should be noted thd these effects are based on pre-FITAC V!1/D

regulations (before February iA, 19gg).

3.3.1 The Effects of vwD Reoulafions on Truck Fleet selecilon

The operator faces three basic options in response to changes in V\üD regulations. The first

option is to continue using the old truck configurations. ln this situation, the truck operatot

can take advantage of the regulatory changes only by directly increasing GMff limits up to the
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(Source: Reference [11J, pp. 14)

ALLOWABLE DI MENSIONS (metrcS)

truck lfull lsemi
or I trailer I trailer I tractor truck + I A-train I B-train
tfactor I I l-semi

4.15

4.15

4.5

4.12

4.1 5

4.1 5

4.f 5
4.1 5

4.r5
4.1 5

4.2

4.2

2.6

2.6

2.6
2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6
2-6

2.6

3.05

12.5

1 2.5

12.2

1 2.5

r 2.5

12.5

12.5

125
12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

14.65 14.65

r 4.65 14.65

none none

r 4.65 14.65

14.65 15.5

r 2.5 14.65

12.5 none
1 2.5 t 4.6

t 2.5 none
1 2.5 1 4.65

13.5 13.5

12.5 none

20.0

2l .0

20.0

2r.0
23.0

23.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

22.5

21 .5

20.0

21 .0
a

21 .0

2 3.0

23.0

21 .5

23.0

2 3,0

23.0

22.0

21 .5

2r.0
21 .0

t

21 .0

23.0

23.0

2 3.0

23.0

23.0
23.0

24.4

ALLOWABLE LOADS : (kg, except tire loads) (3)

r0
10.7

rating
10.7

rating
11

9

9

9

t1
1t

I

9.000 9.000
9.000 9,000
9.000 9.000

9,000 9,000

8.500 10,000

9,000 10,000

I,r90 9,r00
5,500 9,100
7,300 9,r00
9.r00 9,r00
9,000 10,000

6,500 I, I 28

r 8,000 27,000

18,000 27 ,o00
r 8,000 27,000

18,000 27,000

20,000 30,000

r 9, r 00 30,000

16,000 16,000

16,000 16,000

16.800 16,800

I 7,000 26.r 00

19,r00 28,600

16.256 16,256

34.000 52,500

26,082 t
34,000 50,000

34,000 56,500

37,500 57,500

47,500 63,500

32,000 56,190

27,000 53.500

30,400 53,500

34.000 60,100
47,500 63,500
29,256 54,500

48,500 52,500

s3,296 ô

48.500 50,000

48,500 56,500

s7,500 57.500

63,500 63,500

40,190 56,500

37.s00 53,s00

40,900 53,500

52,200 63,500
63,500 Ê

39,01 2 54,500

Table 1 Weight and Dimension Regulations (1)
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values equal to the sum of the ex¡sting axle load limits of all axles ¡n that vehicles and by

increasing axle load limits (and therefore GVW limits). A second option is to modify an old

truck configuration to be more productive (e.g., adding more axles, changing axle

position/spreads, adding a trailer). The third opt¡on is to adopt a new vehicle for operation

(e.9., purchasing 7-axle double-tra¡ler (A- or B+rain)) to replace a s-axle (g€2) tractor semi-

trailer combinations). lt should be noted that the second and third options involve the increases

in sÞe limits (lenEh limits of individual vehicles and combinaions) and/or weight limit (axle load

limits (and therefore GVW) or onty GVW (by increasing axle numbers)).

The responsive outcome resutting from VWD regulatory changes is also significantly affected

by the operating situdions ('weight-our or'cube-our operation involving commodity density).

"Weigfttouf operat¡on involves the truck reaching the G\M/ limit, prior to the truck space be¡ng

filled. Therefore, Tueight-our operation invofues the handling of "highdensity commodities', and

the truck needs more weight raher than space. ln contuast, "cube-ouf operat¡on involves the

truck being fully filled in cube prior to reaching its GVW limit. This operation involves .low-

density' commodities and the truck needs more space rather than we¡ght. lt should be noted

that any truck operated d Tve¡ght-out' level is sensitive primarily to the changes of axle load

limits and GVW limits, but the truck operaed at "cube-our level is sensitive primarilyto changes

of lenEh limit.

The truck operator operat¡ng his own trucks under a single VWD regulatory regime willtake the

highest advantage from the governing MIVD regulations based on \flelght- or cube-out.

operating situations. For example, for veight-our sftuatiorìs, the operator will employ the truck

configuration providing the greatest GVW handling capability, but for ucube-outo situations, the

operator will adopt the one which provides the greatest cubic capacity (in practice, usually the

longest configuration). However, whenever those trucks are subject to multiple VWD regulatory
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regimes, the operator has three basic options to respond to this c¡rcumstance: (i) to employ

truck configurations matching the least common regulatory denominators; (ii) to employ the

truck configurat¡on which can be modified to operate under several regulations by means of

placing many adjustable devices on that configuration such as sliding fifth wheels, moveable

kingpins, liftable axles, sliding axlas, etc.; (iií) or to employ the existing configurations, but the

operator will have to reduce the load carried (less than truckload operation) or change the

vehicle (i.e., turnpike double combination will drop the second tra¡ler off at the border between

differer¡t regulatory jurisdictions) prior to passing through the more restr¡ctive region [11, i7].

Each of these responses leads to truck transportation inefficiencies and increase truck operating

costs.

3.3.2 The Effects of VWD Requlatlons on Truck Fleet Mlx

The increases in axle load limits (and therefore GMff limits) or only in G\nÂ/ limits (by adcting

more axles) will potent¡ally stimulate the truck configuratiors currently operating under'nveigtrt-

out" situations to carry more payload by adopting bigger and/or heavier truck configuration

types. As a resutt of the Prairie MÂ/D regulatory changes in 1974 and in 1981-92, in Manitoba,

double-trailer proport¡ons in the truck fleet mix are gradually increasing over timè, while the

proportions of straight trucks and single drive axle tractors and vehicte combinations employing

single drive axle tractors are declining [14]. This is becar.¡se the mÐ(¡mum GMff limits can be

achieved only by using double trailer combinations, as straight trucks and any other truck

configurations towed by single drive axle tractors cannot even come close to that G\¡lV limit.

It should be noted that A{ra¡n combinations are dominant in double-tra¡ler configurations rather

than B{rain unÍts because A-train units can carry freight at higher GVW value than B-train unÍts

(maximum GVW of 56,500 kg versus SB,S00 kg).
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Other evidence shows that according to the Atlantic Highway Strengthening program in 1978,

S-axle tractor-semitrailer units (3-S2's) have decreased in terms of the total number of trips and

total arnount of freight carried, while 6-axle (3-S3's) tractor-sem¡trailer units have significanily

increased in those two aspects [10]. This is because 6-axle tractor-semitrailers can carry

freight d higher GVW value than S-axle ones.

However, the use of exising truck configurations to carry more payload due to ¡ncreases of axle

load limits and therefore G\rW limits will pûes¡bly have a quicker responsê than the use of a

new and more productive configuration. The evidence for this is that, in response to the

Western Canadian Provinces Highway Strengthening Program (HSp) in lg7q and in 1981€2

in Manitoba standard s'axle tractor-semitrailer combindions rapidly registered ât higher GVIdV

limits (i.e., because of increased limits on axle loads), while the double-trailer combinations

progressively registered at higher GVW limit [1S, 16].

This is because the operators can directly obtain benefit from the MIVD regulatory changes by

using the old configurations without any corìcern about the capital investment for a new

configuration, existing useful life of an old configuration, tare weíght increase, enough

commodity quantity, or any operational problems.

Afthough the ex¡sting truck configurations will respond to the increases of axle load limits and

therefore GMrV limÍt in a faster manner, the abso¡ute GVW increases are, however, smallwhen

compared to the GVW increased due to using bigger/heavier configurations and the further

increases in axle load limits will be restricted by highway pavement strength. This regard,

coupled with competitive and economic presïJres, will force truck operators to employ the

bigger/heavier truck configurations. For example, the operators previously operat¡ng straight

trucks and/or single drive axle tractor-semitrailer units (2S1 or 2S2) have shifted to such a
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larger/heavier configurdion as 3-S2 units and, in another case, the operators have changed

from 3€2 units to double trailer units such as 3-52-2 (A-train) or 3-S2S2 (B-train) combinations.

It shouüC be noted tfùat the above considerations deal with Veight-ouf situations only.

The increases in individual vehicle lengrth and/or combindion lengûh limits will potentially

encourage the truck configurations presently operatíng at "cub€-ouf situations to employ the

bigQer truck configurd¡ons. ln Canada there a¡e three apparent cases illustrating the response

of those VWD regulartory changes: (i) the uso of a longer semitrailer (48 ft versus 45 ft) in a

tractorsemitrailer unit; (ii) the use of a long wheel-base trac'tor carrying a drome box in a

tractor-semitrailer unit; and (iií) the use of a.doubletrailer unit (3-S1-2 (A{rain) unit) are apparent

evidence. ln the second case, in addition to the individual vehicle and combination lengith

limits, thase truck configurations are also affected by restrict¡ons on load-carrying devices

(dromes) on tractors. As regulded by the combindion length limit, the double-tra¡ler units are

also subiected to the kingpinto-rear or behind caÞto-rear length limits ín some provinces. ln

some ca,ses, while tho double-trailer units (28 ft) ftt well with the æ-msve combination lengrth

limit, these units have difficulty op€rating within the 16.75 mare kingpin-to-rear limit [11]. ln

order to allow double-tra¡ler units to take advântage of increasing lengrth limits (increase cubic

capacity), the k¡ngp¡n-tuear limit should also be increased.

ln addition to the VWD regulatory changes, the differences of MffD regulations among various

differer¡t regions also aúfected truck configuration types and fleet mix operat¡ng in those regions.

ln 1984, Atlant¡c-provincial truck fleet mix consists of 52.5"Á of straight trucks, As.O% of tractor-

semitrailers, and 2.5% of double combinations and, in 1978, the prairie-provincial mix consists

of 16.8o of straight trucks, 72.O% of tracÍor-semitrailers, and 11J% of double combinations

[11]. This shows that, in Atlant¡c provinces, the straight truck is the most important

configuration type and more ¡mportant than tractor semitrailer units, while the reverse is true for
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the prairie provinces.

It should be noted that the proportion of double tra¡ler combinations in truck fleet mix in the

Prairie provinces is greater than that in the Atlantic provinces. Therefore, double-trailer units

are more ¡mportant to the trucking industry in the prairies than that in the Atlantic provinces.

there are a number of reasons which might explain this consideration: (i) while it is difficutt to

configure double tra¡ler un¡ts within a total length limit of 21.0 m in the Atlantic region, there is

no such difficutty in the 23.0 m total length limit in the Prairies; (ii) as double trailer (A{rain)

units are operated under special permits in the Atlantic region, such units are legally operated

under normal VWD regulations on the Pra¡r¡es; and (¡¡i) in the Atlantic provinces, the tractor-

semitrailer (3€3) units can be operated d GVW values close to the maximum GVW limit (48,SOO

versus 50,000 kg, in Nova Scotia), but this regard is not the case in the Prairies. Here, the

madmum G\ÂrV limit allowing for tractor-semitrailer units (3€2) ¡s 37,500 kg, while that for

double trailer units (3-52-2 (A-train)) ¡s 56,5@ kg [11].

Another importar¡t aspect is that the different VWD reguldions for dÍfferent regiors can lead to

the different conf¡gurat¡on types actually operding at the goveming maximum GVW limits. ln

the case of petroleum haulers representing ï¡/e¡ght-our situations, there were thiee different

typ¡cal truck conf¡gurat¡ons (3-S3€2 (B-train), 3-52€2 (B-train), and 3S4 tractor-semitraiter units)

operded under Ontario VWD reguldions. There was only one typical truck configuration (&

S2-2 (A+rain) double unit and 3-S3 tractor semÍtrailer unÍts) operated under Manitoba and

Atlantic MffD reguldions, respectively [11]. lt should be noted that in Onrario, the \ ruD

regulations have been based on the Ontario Bridge Formulas (OBF) which have furnished

various truck configuration altematives under a specific GVW value. This regard will explain the

situat¡on of three d¡fferent truck types operating under the same regulations.
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3.3.3 The Effects of VWD Requlatlons on Gross Vehlcte Weiqht (GVW)

Alltruck configurat¡ons operated at lrueight-ouf and/or'cube-ouf will increase their gross weight

in response to the \AffD regulatory changes. However, the ones operated at lrueightot¡t. level

have a more critical and sensitive response than'cube-out" ones. This is because the l#eight-

ouP truck units requiring more weight payload rather than more cubic capacity will possibly

carry th€¡r commodities up to the new maximum allowable GMN levels while the "cube-out.

trucks requiring only cubic capacity will increase the¡r GVW due to the weight of added

commodi$ cube onty. For a particular vehicle configuration type, the heavier trucks, implying

uweight-out" operatiors will have the quicker response to the GVrdV and/or axle load changes

in comparison to the lighter ones, implying 'cube-out", or less-than-truckload (LTL) operation.

ln ManÍtoba, for S-a,xle (3-S2) tractor-semitrailer units, as the units operded d G\rW's lower than

the median GVW value have little change in their G\M/, the units operaed at higher GVW's

than the median GMry value illustrde a trend of significantly and progressively higher GVIV

operations over time, responding to the Prairie Highway StrenEhening Program (HSP) in 19Za

[14]. Figure 3.1 illustrdes the upper half of the GV1,V cumulative frequencry distribution curves

(1974-1984) for 3€2 tractor-semitrailer combindions in respond¡ng to VtrD regulatory changes

[14]. According to the Pra¡rie HSP Ín 1974, the 3S2 units hauling freiglrt d GMrV's above the

median GVW value (approximdety 31,700 kg) previous to 1974 were employed to carry freigtrt

at higher GVW levels provided by greaer maximum G\rW allowance. Consequently, the GVW

cumulative frequenry distribution curyes of 3-S2 units operating a greder than the median

GVW value shifted to the right approaching the new GMrV limit. The rde of shift to the right

was fast, from 1974 to 1978, and then slowed down but progressed in the years after 1g79.

However, the 3S2 units operating under the average GVW value had little change in their G\ ru

characteristics because they operÉ¡ted under'cube-outo or'less-than-truckload' (LTL) situations

which were unaffected by G\¡W limit changes.
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Figure 3.1 GM¡V cumulative frequency d¡stribution curves for 3€2 combinations operat¡ng
on primary highways in Manitoba (1974-1984). (Source: Reference [14])
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Clayton a al. [14] found that in Manitob4 Èaxle (A-tra¡n) double trailer combinations have been

operated at'cubæuf s¡tuations. All of these units were operated at GVW levels signÍf¡cantly

lower than their maximum GVIdV limits. This implies that the exra weight-carrying capacity

provided by their allowable GVW limit is not necessary to them. Therefore, this truck type will

be insensitive to the GVW limit change. However, truck configurations operating at \rueight-

out' and "cube-ouf sftuaions at the same time will be affected by both weight and size

regulations. Therefore, any \lu1/D regulatory changes to allow those trucks to opêrate at more

productive levels must simuttaneously relax both sÞe and weight limits.

ln truck GVW distribution observations (including all vehicle types) in Canada Nix et al. [11]

found that the heavier trucks have increased the¡r proportion in truck fle€t mix over time ¡n

response to the VWD regulatory changes, while the l¡gffier trucks have decreased in that

regard. Table 3.2 shows thd as a resutt of the Prairie HSP in 1924 and the Atlantic HSp in

1978, the heavier trucks (GVIV greder than 38.0 tonnes) in both the Pra¡rie and Atlant¡c

provinces increased significantty over time, while the lighter trucks declined. However, the

rates of change in for the Prairie and Atlantic provinces were dÍfferent, and in this case, the rate

for the prairies was higher than that for the Atlar¡t¡c region. For example, the proportion of

trucks registering at GVW's between 38.0 and 45.0 tonnes increased from 0.0% in 1978 to

61.5% in 1978 for the Prairies, as the trucks registering in the same range of GV\rV increased

from 37.0% in 1979 lo 47.6% in 1981 for the Atlantic provinces. The response of the trucking

industry in both regions to the VWD regulatory changes was similar in terms of directional trend,

but different in terms of rate of change. The main fac{or contr¡but¡ng to the difference in rate

is the VWD regulatory differences, particularly in maximum allowable GVIV limits. This regard

also links to the difference in axle load limits according to axle spreading restrictions and

additional axle allowances. Ervin [18] stated that the two most important factors contr¡buting
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to the differences in allowable GMff limits airìong many provinces across Canada are: (t)

tandem axle load limits according to axle spread restrict¡ons; and (ii) additional axle allowances

in truck combinations.

Table 3.2 D¡str¡bution of registered GVIV (RGVIV) for ail truck types

RGVIV (tonnes)
Region Year

G30 30€8 54.5+

Western
Canada

Atlar¡tic
Canada

1973
1974
1978

70.3
21.7
6.2

0.0
o.7
9.5

0.0
33.3
61.5

29.7
M.4
21.1

3.7
3.1
2.6

1 979
1980
1981

0.0

0.6

49.3
42.2
34.1

37.0
41.9
47.6

10.1
12.6
15.7

Source: Reference [11]

It slpuld be noted tfiat in the Ontario situation, while the same trend as described above was

observed, no reoent VWD reguldory changes were made to encourage such a trend. Nix et

al. [11] suggested that economic forces are the main reason. This consideration meant ffid

even though there is no change in VWD reguld¡ons, truck operdors try to carry more paytoad

by using the bigger and heavier truck configurations, possibly provided by the governing M#D

reguld¡ons. lt should be noted thd the Or¡tario VIVD reguldions p€rmit various truck

conf¡guration choices to operato under the same or compat¡ble weight+arrying capacities.

ln summary, the above explanation clearly shows the influences of Vl#D regulations on truck

fleet characteristics (truck fleet selection, truck fleet mix, configuration and G\ÂrV) which, in tum,

affect truck operat¡ng characteristics. The major changes in truck fleet mix and physical

characterislics of truck combinaions resutt mainly from the MIVD regulatory changes. The

differences in truck fleet characteristics among various regions could potentially contribute to
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the different VWD regulatory env¡ronments.

ln addition to the differences and changes of VWD regulatory limits, the VWD regulatory

enforcement also affects truck fleet characterist¡cs. The inappropriate enforcement programs

will lead to overweight and/or overdimension truck operation. For example, many tong wheel-

base tractor pulling 4&foot semitrailer combinations have been used in the Atlantic region,

atthough thís combindion exceeded the overall lenEh limit (21 metres) [11] and tractor-

semitrailer (eS2) units are operded at GVIV'S greater than 37,500 kg (say, 4s,(X)O kg) on

primary highway networks in fuîanitoba. ln the first example, the legal tractor-semitrailer units

should be short wheel-base tractors with ¿8{oot semitrailers or long wheel-base tractors with

4s-foot semitrailer combinations, and in the second example, the legal combinátion sfpuld be

double trailer combinatircns such as 3€2-2 units. These simple examples show that under the

same MrVD reguldory environmer¡t, the differences in degree of MÂ/D reguldory enforcement

will resuh in differer¡t truck fleet characteristics in terms of overall lengûh, ade load, G\Âff and

truck configuration typ€s. Nltx et al. t19l pointed out that the relat¡onship beÊrøæn MffD

reguldions and fleet cannot be fulty understood without considering the method and/q vigour

of enforcement practices'.

3.4 THE EFFECTS OF NOÍ{.VWD FÁ¡CTORS OÍ{ TRUCK FLEET CHARACTERISNCS

While VWD regulatory factors srongly ir¡fluence truck fleet characteristics, there are a number

of non-\rlVD regulatory factors which also affect such character¡sties. Some of the non-MffD

regulatory factors will be described as follows:

(a) Frelght Characterlstlcs: liquid, dry bulk, and general freight have strong ir¡fluences on
trailer type. For exarnple, liquid freight will be transported in tanks, dry bulk fre¡ght is
generally transported in dumps (for gravel and sand), and in hoppers (for grains and
other crops, wheat, maize, etc.), and general freight is usually transported in vans.
However, the most important freight characteristic is density. Freight de¡sity mainly
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dfects truck configuration type. For example, under Manitoba vwD regulatory
environmer¡ts, 6-axle double trailer (3S1-2) combinations are usually employed to
transport lowdensity freight under 'cube-ouf operation. The reverse is true tor 718-'axle double tra¡ler (3-32-2 or 3-S2€) combinarions [14].

Floute characterlstlc.s: tr¡p length, highway classification, geometry layout, and
geographic characteristics also dfect truck fleet characterisít¡cs. For example, for a short
trip length such as pick up and delivery service in urban areas, small truck
configurdions such as &axle stra¡ght trucks versus (3-S2) tractor semitrailer units or (&
S2) traaor-semitrailer units versus double tra¡ler (3.32-2) units are more appropriate
because thos€ smaller trucks can easity negotiate city streets and sharp turns, and
require less time for loading and unloading their carried commodities. ln contrast, for
a long haultrip such as the commodity delivery between cities, the bigger and heavier
configurations (i.e., double trailer (3€2-2) units) are more suitable. One of the reasons
why double tra¡lor units are not widely used in the Atlantic provinces is that most of the
major highways in that region are two-lane highways and consist of many steep grades
and sharp curves [201.

Vehlcle Operatlonal Gharacterlstlcs: Some truck configurations are more
advantageous than others in terms of weight and/or space capacity, bljt not in terms
of operdional performance. For example, some caniers prefer A-train to B-train
doubles, because B-train doubles have some difficulty in backing up the first trailer (with
its protruding ñfth wheel) to loading docks [20]. However, some carriers still employ
traclor-semitrailers rather than A-train double tra¡lers because A-tra¡n doubles require
more terminal t¡me for hitching/unhitching and loading/unloading [20], Some carriers
prefer long-wheelbase tractors rather than short ones, because the long wheelbase
tractors provi& greater running stab¡lity, be[er riding, and aerodynamic performance
[111.

(d) Termlnal and End-Polr¡t Characterlstlce: The capability of equipment and space of
term¡nals and end-po¡nts restr¡cts the ut¡lization of some truck configurations. For
example, some caniers did not use tractor-semitrailer combinations carrying drome on
the tractors because the terminal has to be redesigned to handle dromes, and some
caniers did not shift from tractor-semitrailers to double trailer combinations because the
tuming space at terminals could not handle doubles [14],

3.5 UMITATIONS IN THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

Although the recent research in Canada and elsewhere has found that VIVD regulations have

a strong relationship to truck fleet characteristics, this relationship is very complicated and not

yet fully understood. ln th¡s research, there are a number of deficiencies which can lead to

misunderstanding in the relationship between M,VD regulations and truck fleet character¡st¡cs.

Such deficiencies are enumerated as follows:

(c)
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Most research has been conducted to analyzethe relationship between M/VD regulations
and truck fleet characten'sties in an aggregate manner. This means that such iesearch
díd not take ¡nto account operat¡onal situations (lrueight-oup or "cube-out.), commodity
characteristics (general freight - low density, bulÈ freight - high density), origin_
dest¡nat¡on (intra-, extra-, and inter-regional), combinationänd con-figuration'Çpã,'etc.
This consideration is very imponant, because trucks operating under different siluai¡ons,
carrying different commodities, and running on different rorreõ have a onerentìåsponse
to V\ruD regulatory changes.

Some researchers assumed a certain period of t¡me within which a full response to
VWD changes will have occurred, although no research has fulty undersiood the
responsive mechanism of the trucking indusry to the V\IVD regulatóry changes. lt is
therefore very difficult to predict when truck operators will tully respono-to VìVO
regulatory changes, and even then whether the fult response to Vìrvó cnanges will occur
or not. Walton et al. [21] stated that'lt has been difficutt to predict futurJtruck weight
d¡stribution pattems as dfected by the alternative legislation ìh* governs truck we¡ght.
Consequentty, it has become implausible to try to tórecast precisety the benefits and
costs ¿lssociated with changes in size and weiglrt limits."

Most research has be€n based only on weiglrt payload consideration, which is the
higher the allo$/abþ Gry, the greder payload. tñls-¡s appropriatê for rucks op"i"t"o
under the Túe¡ght-oL¡f situd¡on, but not for the 'cube-ouf-situdion, or the case of tne
simuttaneous T#s¡ght-ouf and .cube-ouf siludion.

Some resea¡chers have assumed particular truck characterist¡cs scenariqs responding
to the VVI/D regulaory changes only. This is too simpte, because there are various
factors involved in such consideraions, such as multi-layers of goveming uruD
regulat¡ons (oad classes, t¡me of year), ndure of truck operdion 1.cìrbeoudversusVeight-ouf), and so on.

Probably the most ¡mportar¡t deficienry ¡s thd the researchers do not really understand
the structure, ir¡teraction, and implicdions of MrVD regulations, the importance of áãcn
element of weiglrt and size restr¡ctiort.s, the complexfi of VìrVo regulätions in terms of
muhi-layers in single MffD reguldory regimes, and ihe difference between different
regimes, enforcement lwels, and special permits.

The last deficiency is the quantity and qualrty of data. lt is qu¡te often the case that the
data in hand cannot be used to analy-¿e the cunent area oi ¡nterest. This is probably
because the problem and issues are changing over time, resulting in the neeo for a
more detailed database.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Ð
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CH.APTER 4

TRT.ICK TRAruSPÕRT' PAVLOAÞ PROÞUCT'IV¡TV

AS A FUruCT'!ÕN ÕF SNZF

4.1 THE PURPOSE OF CHAPTER

The main factor encouraging the use of bigger and heavier truck combinations is productivity

improvement, The bigger and heavier truck combinations are potent¡ally able to carry greater

payload and therefore have higher productivity. The purpose of this chapter is:

(a)

(b)

(c)

to examine the indicators of truck produdivity; .

to ¡llustrate how truck tare weigltt and commodity density affect truck productivity;

to examine the theoretical truck payload capacity and actual truck payloads as a
funct¡on of truck size.

4.2 MEASURII{G TRUCK PRODUCNUTV

It is known that large vehicle combinations carry freight more productively than smaller one.

Truck productivity can be measured in many different ways ¿rs shown in Cla¡on [24], Sparks

122, 231and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) [Z]. One of the

most w¡dely used indicators of truck productivity is total truck operat¡ng cost per unit of

outcome received. Such an indicator is usually measured in terms of cents per payload tonne-

km or for a given truck, in terms of $ per loaded km or $ per traveled km [23].

ln some cases, the simple produaivity indicators of weight payload capacity and cubic capacity

of any truck vehicle are useful in assessing potent¡al truck productivþ of each truck
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comb¡nation type.

4.3 TRUCK TARE WEIGHTS

The gross vehicle weight (GVW) of a particular truck combination consists of weight payload

handled by that vehicle plus empty weight of the vehicle combination. lt is known that payload

is a principal factor in determining truck productivity. Therefore, truck tare weight or empty

weight of a given vehicle is an ímponant element facilitating truck produclivity analysis.

Cla¡on et al. [14] found that truck tare weight increases as the number of axles increases

and that there were wide variations in the tare weight values of vehicles under the same classes

and/or the same number of ardes, possibly because of the body type differences.

Sparks [22] presented the physical character¡stics of typical large vehicle combinations in

Canada as shown in Table 4.1. lt is clear that truck tare weight increases as truck size

monitored ¡n terms of combination length or number of axles increases.

4.4 THEORETICAL TRUCK PAYLOAD AS A FUNICTIOT.I OF SIZE

4.4.f Welsht

Weight payload is the most important and widely used parameter to mon¡tor truck productivity.

Weight payload capacity for a particular truck combination is equal to the maximum allowable

gross vehicle weight of the truck minus the tare weight of that truck. ln general, carriers seek
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Table 4.1 Physical characteristics of rypical Large vehicle combinations.

Over- Lengths

Singte
Trai ters

[Jestern
DoubLes

Rocky Mtn.
Doub tes

Turnpike TnipLes
Doub Les

Conbination Length (m)

Number of Axtes

TotaL Traiter Length (ar)
( ft)

Cubic câp€city (83)
(x1 o3ft3)

Tare lleight (t)

17-19

5-ó

12-15
(I+O-18)

T7-92
Q.7-3.3)

12-15

21-22

5-7

16-17
$2-56)

1CÐ-108
(3.5-3.8)

13-18

27

ó-8

22
Q2)

139

u.9)

16-20

30-35 31

7-9 7-9

24-?9 25(80-96) (81)

151-185 156
(5.4-ó.5) (5.5)

17-20 17-20

Source: Reference E22), pp. 4)

the vehicle which m¡n¡mizes costs by max¡mizing weight payload. lt is known that the larger

truck combinations can generally carry freight at hígher allowable GVW limit, and have higher

truck tare weights. However, it is found thd a larger truck can carry higher payload than a

smaller truck. This is because the rate of increase in the allowable gross vehicle weight limÍt

is greaer than that of an increase in truck tare weight as the size of truck combinat¡ons

increase. This is shCIiln in Figure 4.1. h should be noted that we¡gf¡t payload as shown ¡n

Figure 4.1 ¡s the theoretical we¡ght payload achieved from maximum allowable GVW minus

typ¡cal tare we¡ght for a particular truck type. h does not represent the actual payload carr¡ed

for that particular truck.

The weight payload is principally related to high density commodi¡es becauss high densþ

commodities are mainly involved with veight ouf operation in which the truck reaches the GVW

limit before the volume of the trailer is completely filled. Therefore, for a particular truck

comb¡nation, an increase in axle load limits and/or in GVlff limits (up to the value which is equal

to the sum of axle load limits of all axles ¡n that comb¡nation) will directly lead to ¡ncrease in
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payload capacity and therefore productivity of that truck comb¡nation. However, an increase

in G\ArV,limit by employing larger truck combination usually rqsufts in a greater increase of

Íts payload capacig and therefore, productivity.

&l9ht
(klps)

12s

100

75

50

25

0

F) Ç=Þ [T=+
Figure 4.1 Weight charaaeristics by number of

(Source: Reference IZSI, pp. T.21)

No. of
Axl es

axles

4.4.2 Cube

The cubic capacity ¡s the interior space available in a given truck type. This interior space can

be considered from ir¡terior width, height and lenEh of that truck. Cubic capacity is important

to a carr¡er of low density commoditiqs, who generalfy experiences a "cube-ouf situation in

which the trailer volume is filled before the truck reaches the G\Aff limit. The cubic capacÍties

of truck combinations can be increased by increasing width, height and length of the trailers.

However, it is generally considered impractical to ¡ncrease truck cubic capacity by enhancing

trailer's v¡idth and/or he¡ght [26]. lt ¡s, therefore, more practical and more efficient to achieve

greater cubic capacity and productivity for low-density commodþ carriers by increasing the
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individual vehicle and/or combination lengths. Table 4.i shows that a longer truck combination

(with longer trailer length available) will generally have greater cubic capacity than a shorter

one' The approximate available cubic capacity of va¡ious commonly used vehicle types and

configural¡ons in the United States expressed in cubic feet is presented below [17].

- 40-ft (12.2-m) long trailer
- 45-ft (13.7-m) long traiter
- 27-ft (8.2-m) long trailer
- twín 27-ft (8.2-m) trailers
- twín 40 ft (12.2-m) trailers
- twin 45-ft (13.7-m) trailers
- triple 27 ft (8.2-m) trailers
- 26-ft (7.9-m) truck with 35-ft

(10.7-m) trailer

- 2,500 cu ft (70.8 cu m)
- 2,900 cu ft (82.1 cu m)
- 1,700 cu ft (48.1 cu m)
- 3,400 cu ft (96.3 cu m)
- 5,000 cu ft (141.6 cu m)
- 5,800 cu ft (164.3 cu m)
- 5,100 cu ft (12N4.4 cu m)
- 3,400 cu ft (96.3 cu m)

The same relationship between the size of truck and the cubic capacity can tþ observed in

Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 also shows that the cubic capacity of each truck combination can

be increased by using shorter tractors (using the short cab-over-engine (COE) tractor rather

than the conventional cab-behind-engine (CBÐ) and using longer tra¡lers while keeping within

the same length limit. ln addition, Figure 4.2 also shows the increases in cubic capacity as a

resutt of changing trailer width from g6 inches to 102 inches [27].

Finally, it should be noted that the cubic capacity of truck combination used to trânsport low-

density commodities is mainly related to size limits rather than weight limits. Therefore, an

increase of truck productivity, in this circumstance, can be achieved by increasing length limits

or shifting to use the shorter tractor with the longer trailer length.

4.4.3 Commodttv Densitv

Density is the most ¡mportant commod¡ty character¡stic relating to truck payload and, therefore,

productivity. ln general, carriers try to choose the equ¡pment fitting well to the æmmodity to
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Figure 4.2 Cubic capacity versus length, w¡dth and tractor cab configurations
(Source: Reference [27], pp. 15)

be carried. Each truck combination is generally designed to carry a particular freight density,

namely "design densi$' [27]. This means the truck combinat¡on will be simuttaneously filled

with loads and reach its ma¡<imum GVW limit when emptoyed to carry the commodity having

its design density. Whenever this truck combindion is used to transport a commodity density

which is lower than the design density, the truck will be in a 'cube-out" situat¡on. The reverse

is true for transporting commodity density higher than the design density, which is called a

"weight-out" situation. Therefore, the design density will be used as the d¡viding line between

commodities which will be hauled under ucube-out'or 1Â/e¡ght-out'situatíons. However, because

the total space of a trailer is rarely filled with loads, the design density should be emloyed only

as afì approximate dividing line between commodities that will cause a'cube-out" or a l,veight-

orrt' operat¡on [271.

( l3 l'lore for Doubles only)

l0 StaÈea

OVERALL LEIIGIIJ
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Truck productivity is often measured in terms of cents per tonne-km of payload. lt is clear that

such a produaivity indicator is related to weight payload which is suitable for .weight-out"

circumstances only. Therefore, if the vehicle is operated under "cube-outu situation, a more

useful me¿¡sure of output may be cer¡ts per cubic metre-km of payload based on volume

carried. One of the reasons why truck produaivity based on weight consideration is more

widely used than that based on cube is thd the actual cube of commodity is very difficult to

measure.

Sparks et al. I22l showed the effeas of density of commodity to truck produaivity

considerations. Sparks assumed that dry freigl'rt is a "cube-ouf (low density) iommodity and

that bulk commodities are Irueight-ouf (h¡gh density) commodities. Tabte 4.2 shows the

difference of potential cost productivity betrøeen doubte and single trailer combinaions for both

ocube-outo and Trueigl"rt-out'situatjons. The key observatbns are:

First, for the cube-out sit!¡ation, the double provides cubic payload capacity at
a cost of 1.185 cer¡ts/mt-km versus 1.273 cents/m.*m for t-he s-axÉ unñ, a
situation saving of 7 percent lnl.
second, for the we¡ght-out situation, the double provides weight payload
capacÍty at a cost of 2.433.56 centsltonn+km versus 4.17 cents/tonne-kni for
the s-axle unit, a saving ol 1s4z percent, depending on the G\AIV limit [22].

It ís found that for both rveight-our and ocube-out', the larger truck combination provides more

product¡ve operation. However, the potential improvement in productivity for the larger truck

combinations are different for Veight-our and 'cube-our sftuations. ln th¡s case, the

productivity improvement for \,ve¡ght-out" operation is greater than that for ocube-out".
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Truck productivity characteristics of 5-axle single
trailer combination and Z8-axle Western Doubles
combination

5-axle
Single Trailer
Combination

7|3-axle
Western Double
Combination

Maximum cubic capacity
Maximum payload capacity (t)
Operating cost @ 160,000 km/yr
- dry freight (Cdn o/km)
- bulk freight (Cdn ø/km)

128
114

88
24

112
100

108
3t47þ

" applies to 50.0 t G\/lru
Source: Reference I2l, pp.S.

b applies to 6i¡.s t GVtru

4.5 ACTUAL TRUCK PAYLOAD AS Á, FUNCNOru OF SIZE

Cla¡on et al. [14] analyzed payload distribution for some of the truck combination types

operated on Manitoba Primary Highways The payload distributions were achieved from the

differences between the GVW distribution curves and their typ¡cal tare weight for each vehicle

type. Figure 4.3 ¡llustrates the distribution of actual weigtrt payload in various vehicle classes.

The key observations summarized from this analysis [14] are presented as follows:

First, for 3€2 units, the poter¡t¡ally increasing productivity provided by higher
axle weight limits was offset by tare we¡gf¡t increases. Therefore, the average
payload slightly decreased from 16.1 t in early 1924 to 15.9 t in 1984.

Second, the Gaxle A trains were obviously op€rated at a "cube-out" situation.
The largest weight payload ohserved and the average weight payload handled
in 1981-82 were 26.0 t and 14.9 t, respectively, while the weight payload
capacity was 29.5 t.

Third, both 7-axle A and Btrain units were obviously operated at \,ve¡ght-out'
situations. ln 1981-82, more than 50% of these unhs were being loaded at a
we¡ght payload of 29.6 t or greater, while the weight payload capacity in 1981
was 31.6 5. lt should be noted that the payload distr¡butions of both 7-æ<le A-
and B-train units were very sirnilar
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Figure 4.3 Payload distr¡butions on laden trucks operating on pr¡mary highways in
Manitoba by truck type and year
(Source: Reference [14], pp. 26),

It should be noted that the bigger truck combinations (7-axle A- and B-train units) carried higher

average we¡ght payload (29.6t versus 15.9 t) than the smaller units (s-axle tractor-semitrailer

units). The 6-axle A-train un¡ts were not cons¡dered because those units were operating under

ocube-out' situations which means that weight payload was not an appropriate ind¡cator for

comparison.
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The above observat¡ons reveal that the &axle A train units mainly handfe the low density

commodities, while the 7-axle A and B-train units principally haul the high density commodities.

This implies that the Èaxle A-train units are potentially sensitive to increases in size limits rather

than weight limits, the reverse is true for the 7-axle A- and B-train units.

It can be seen thd payload capacity in terms of weight payload capac¡ty and cubic capacity

¡s a function of vehicle capacity, commodity density, and allowable vehicle weight and

dimension limitations. Therefore, in order to determine truck payload productivity, these three

factors should be considered simultaneously. The implications of these three factors on truck

productivity have to be understood clearly by regulatory authorities to ensure that the direaion

of any changes in WVD reguldions are suitable for truck operation situat¡ons. Sparks et al.

[22] pointed out that rhe design of an appropride regulatory regime for large truck should be

much more sensitive to the realities of the freight flows to be served".
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Ghapter 5

TRIJCK ÕPERAT"¡ruG GOSTS ÅS Â F'&JruCT¡Oru ÕF S¡ZE

5.1 IS¿TRODUCTTON

Truck operating cost is an important component of the total cost of transportat¡on. Therefore,

a reduction in truck operating ccst can resutt in a significant reduct¡on in total transportation

cost' Utilization of bigger and heavier truck combinæions can decrease truck operating cost

and contribute to economic improvement ¡n the country.

Several determin¡stic and stochastic models harre been developed in order to calculae truck

operat¡ng costs. Such models can also be r¡sed to consider the effe¿t of truck size on truck

operating costs. The purpose of this chapter is:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

to examine a determ¡n¡stic cost model (the TRIMAC cost modef) and a stochast¡c cos-t
model;

to consider fuel economy as a function of truck size;

to consider truck operding cost as a function of truck size; and

to examine the general implicdions úor V\VD regulations.

5.2 A CIÁSSICAL DETERMINISTIC COST MODEL: THE TRIMÂC MODEL

Most truck operating cost models are determ¡n¡stic. Such models are normalty used to

calculate truck operating coss by considering various typ¡cal operaional sÍtuations, and a

number of the most likely parameters. The TRIMAC model [28], developed by TRIMAC

Consutting Services Ltd., has been used to determine Canadian truck operational costs and
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truck rates on a bienn¡al basis. The model is able to consider typicaltruck operational activities

on a regional basis, and to reflect the influences of several truck regulatory and operational

factors across Canada for both dry freight and bulk carriers, and for a number of typical truck

configurations.

A number of parameters of common truck operating charaaeristics for each of the provincial

and territorial regions in Canada are input ¡nto the TRIMAC model to ass¡st the regional

compar¡sons. These parameters are: vehicle configuration (2-axle straight truck, S-axle tractor-

semitrailer, and 7- or 8-axle tractor train); commodity type (dry freight or bulk); annual

equipment mileage utilÞation; province or tenitory of operation; and road surface (paved or

gravel). However, other operational situations are the same for all regions ând the results

achieved from the model are base-case costs. ln addition to basæ¿¡se analysis, the TRIMAC

model also takes into account variations in some operational situations such as seasonal

variations, payload variations, trip length variations, and annual util¡zdion levels.

5.2.1 Assumptlons

The TRIMAC cost model [28] incorporates various detailed assumptions which reprêsent typical

truck operat¡onal situat¡ons. The most important of these assumptions are:

for the base-case analysis, an average round trip distance assumed are 100 and S20
km for 2-axle straight trucks and the larger combinatins, respeclively.

for the base-case analysis, all-hauls are evaluated as forehauls only. Therefore, the
costs represent one payload per round trip.

for the base+ase analysis, annual utilÞation levels assumed for 2-axle straight trucks
are 40,000, 80,000, and 120,000 km. For the larger combinations, annual utilization
levels assumed are 80,000, 160,000, and 240,000 km.
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5.2.2 Structure of TRIMAC Cost Model

The TRIMAC cost structure was separated into two componer¡ts-fixed and variable costs. Fixed

costs are a funct¡on of time and a¡e unrelated to the level of utilization, while variable costs are

a funct¡on of a rrilization level, which is distance travelled. The fixed cost components

determined are depreciation and licence costs. The variable cost components are driver costs,

fuel casts, repair coss, cleaning coçts, transport costs, and tire costs. ln addition, the model

afso considers insurance costs, administration and interest costs, and profit to operators. The

sítructure of these cost componer¡ts ¡s shown in Appendix B-1.

5.2.3 Slmple Analvsis of the TRIMAG Cost Model

The Manitoba bulk-payload base-case costs [28] in 1986 were determined. These basecase

costs represented rruckload" (IL) conditions, and the driver wage costs resulting from driving

activity and pickup and delivery (í.e., loading and unloading). These costs can possibly reflect

a median truck condition in Manitoba The three typ¡cal truck types considered are the 2-axle

single unit truck, the standard S-axle tractor-semitrailer, and 7-(8-) axle (A-train) double-trailer

units. The characteristics, unit costs, and produaivity considerat¡ons of these truck types are

given in Table 5.1. The detailed operat¡ng costs are illustrated in Appendix B-2, and the results

of this analysis are shown ¡n Table 5.2.

A number of observations can be made:

1. Truck operating costs are dominated by variable costs, accounting for approximatefy
47-630/o of total operating cost. The major variable cost components, in order of their
importance, are driver wages (1æ7% of total operating cosi), fuel cost (g-19%), and
repair costs (&15%).

2. As vehicle utilÞation level increases, the total operating cost (Canadian cents per km)
considerably decreases, as shown in Figure s.l. Tf¡¡s is because the fixed cost
components are spread over a greater utilization (travelled distance).
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Table 5.1 vehicle charaaeristics, unit costs and product¡vity considerations
(referencing the TR|MÂC Cost Modet)

[1. r*]
z-Ad€ Standa¡d S-Ade

Dual Rear Wheel Tractor
Sùaight Truck Semi-Trailer

Combindion

Çæ;Þ
Z8 Axle T¡actor
Doubl+Traller

(A-Train)

Combination

VEHICLE CHARACTERISNCS

Maximum Woight on Steering ¡¡¿s
(ks)

Ma,rimum Weight on Single Axlo
(ks)

Maxímum Weight on Tandem Axle
(ke)

Mo<imum Gross Vehiclo Weight
(ks)

Typical Tare Weight (kg)
Typical Payload Capacity (kg)
Mal<imum Overall Lengith (m)

55æ

91CK)

huA

l¡16ü)

55æ

91q)

160æ

37sfi)

12300
25200
20.o

5500

9100

16000

56500

158(X)
4Ð7æ
æ.o

7300
73æ
125

1S86 UB{IT COSTS ($ Canodlan¡

New Gapital Gost (Diesel-
Powered Truck)

New Capital Cost (Diosel-
Powered Tractor)

New Capital Cost (Irailor(s))
Fuel Cost (Cdn $/liùe)

81620

¡¡/A

TI/A
0.426

NI/A

96550

5231 1

0.426

t¡/A

98520

1 01 170
0.4æ

PRODUCNVIW CONSIDERANON

Running Speed (Paved) (kn/hr)
Running Speed (Gravel) (krr/hr)
Average Round-Trip Leng:th (km)
Load/Unload Rate (hr)
Average Fuel Consumption

Rate (km/litre)
Maximum Yearty Mileage (km)

Æ
40

100
0.25
3.838

1200{x)

100
80

320
0.75
2.303

240000

100
80

320
1.25
2.2æ

240000

N/A = not applicable
Source: Beferencos [25] and t28l
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TRIMAC cost analysis for paved road (1986)

CONNPONEÍ\üT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL OPER.ATING coST

Vehicle

Utilization
(x 1000 km)

2-Axle S-Axle 7/&-þxle

80 120 80 160 80 160240 240

Fuel
Depreciation
Transport
Repairs
Tires

8.3 10.1
24.3 14.8
0.8 0.5
8.0 9.7
2.4 2.9

10.9 14.2 17.3
10.7 20.6 12.6
0.4 3.3 2.O

10.4 11.0 13.3
3.1 3.5 4.2

18.7 12.5
9.0 22.8
1.4, 2.8

14.4 10.7
4.5 3.9

15.5 16.9
14.2 10.4
1.8 1.2

13.3 14.5
4.9 5,3

Sub {ì.8 38.O 35.5 52.6 49.4 48.0 52.7 49.7 48.3

Driver
Lícence/lnsurance
Cleaning

27.8
3.9
0.5

15.9
5.9
1.5

33.8 36.5
3.6 3.3
0.6 0.7

16.4 19.9
4.9 4.1
2.1 2.6

21.4
3.8
2.8

19.6 21.4
4.8 4.3' 1.9 2.O

Sub 32.2 38.0 40.5 23.4 26.6 28.O 23.3 26.3 27.7

Ad m¡n¡stration/l nterest
Prof¡t

14.0
10.0

14.0
10.0

14.O

10.0
14.O
10.0

'14.0 14.0
10.0 10.0

14.O 14.0
10.0 10.0

14.O

10.0

Sub 24.O 24.O 24.O 24.0 24.O 24.O 24.O 24.O 24.O

Total Operatlng Cost 13Ít.1 f 0g.S 10.!.6 190.4 1OT.z
(Cdn ø/km)

99.6 X52.4 122.9 112.9

Vehicle

Utilization
(x 1000 km)

2-Axle 5-Axle il8-þxle

808040 120 160 240 80 160 240

Variable Costs
Fixed Costs

47.9
25.1

57.7
15.3
27.O

62.0 50.4 s9.3
11.0 22.6 13.7
27.O 27.0 27.0

47.4 57,O 61.4
25.6 16.0 11.6
27.O 27.0 27.O

63.2
9.8

27.OI nsurance/Admin¡strat¡o nl27 .O

lnteresVProfit

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 loo.o 1@.0 foo.o loo.o loo.o
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Figure 5.1 Total operating costs vs. annual utilization
(gravel roads)

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 s.how that at a specific annual ut¡lization level, total operating costs
(Cdn. cents per km) increase as truck sizqs and GMrV's increase. For eiample]at the
utilÞdion level of 80,000 kmlyear, the total operat¡ng costs for Z-axle,S-axle and ilù
axle vehicle types operated on gravel roads are l1+.2, 144.2, and 167.5 cer¡ts/km,
respect¡vely. However, lgtal operating costs per payload tonne-km (cdn. cents per
payload tonne'km) significantly decreases as truck size and GVW's increase. For
example, at the same level of utilization, the total operat¡ng cost per payload tonne*m
for 2-a¡<le, S-axle and z&axle vehicle types are 17.4,6.4,-and +.s cer¡ts/tonne-km.

Atthough the fuel unit cost relatively increased from 41.9 Cdn. cents per litre in 19g4
to !2.6 Cdn. cents per litre in 1986, fuet costs (Cdn. cents per km) compared between
1984 and 1986 operations significantly decreased, as shown in Íable'S.0. This is a
result of the introduction of significantty enhanced fuel economy technology in Canada's
trucking industry since the beginning of the 1980's [28].

4.

ffi
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Figure 5.2 Costs per payload tonne-km vs. annual utilization levels
(gravel roads)

Table 5.3 Fuel cost and fuel consumpt¡on between 19g4 and 19g6

Item Year
ïruck Combination

2-axle S-axle 7lg-axle

Fuel Cost
(Cdn. cents/km)

1984 18.8 23.7
1986 11.1 18,5

26.3
19.1

Fuel Consumption Rate 1984 Z.Z3 1.77 1.s9
2.23(km/litre) 1986 3.84 2.30
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5.3 A STOCHASTTC COST MODEL

Truck operating coss are generalfy considered by deterministic models. However, the mosfi

important disadvantage of these models ¡s that they cannot simuttaneousty take into account

a wide range of potential values for several variables. This means that such models are not

able to deal with the combined effects of uncertaint¡es in several parameters on truck operat¡ng

costs. Sparks et al. [23] has developed another operat¡ng cost model-a stochastic cost model-

-designed to address this disadvar¡tage of the determinist¡c model.

5.3.I The Structure of the Stochasflc Cost Model

The Sparks model consists of three phases: (i) a determinist¡c sensitivity analysis; (ii) a

probabilistic model developmerfi; and (iii) a stoch€rst¡c sensitivity analysis. The first phase

determines how sensitive truck operating cost is to change in each parameter, b¿ßed on a

deterministic model having simila¡ struc'ture to the TRIMAC Cost Model. All parameters are

classified with respect to the degree (sensitivrty) of their effect on truck operating coss. The

second phase develops a probabilistic model to take into account the combíned effects of the

varying values of these sensitive parameters. The truck operating cost distribùion will be

achieved at the end of this phase. The last phase determines the effect of varying probability

distributions of any sensitive para¡neter on truck operat¡ng cost distribrrion.

5.3.2 The Applicatlon of the Stochasfic Coet Model

The major advantage of the stochastic approach is that the stochastic model can deal with

rrariations in a number cf potential values of sensitive parameters when such parameiers are

considered simultaneously. The combined effects of those simultaneous variations are reflected
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in the characteristics of the stochast¡c cost d¡str¡bution achieved from the model.

Sparks et al. [23] applied the stochaslic model to show how VWD regulatory changes and dif-

ferences affect truck operat¡ng costs and therefore, productivity. lt was found that utilization of

bigger and heavier vehicles operating under higher GMIV limits potent¡ally teads to lower oper-

ating cost and a change in sensitive paramete(s). For example, the expected operating costs

per payload tonne-km will decrease from 2.4 cents/tonne-km to 1.9 cer¡ts/tonne-km according -

to the VWD regulatory changes allowing the use of a 7-axle (A-tra¡n) flat deck combinaion at

a GVW of 53,500 kg when only a $axle tractor-semitrailer unit is permitted under current VWD

regulat¡ons at a G\¡W of 37,5@ kg. One of the three most sensitive parameters (annual

distance, distance wage rate and vehicle tare weight) was changed becausê of the V\ruD

regulatory changes. That ¡s, vehicle tare weight has been replaced by fuel consumption t291.

It was also found that differences in typicaltruck characteristics may result from VWD regulatory

differences. ln the case of similar vehicles, the one operating under a higher GVIV limit will be

able to achieve lower operating coss. However, in the case of different truck configurat¡ons,

truck operating cos is strongly related to payload capacity of these configurations. The greater

the truck configuration (and therefore, its payload capacity), the lower the operatin$ coss. For

example, the expected operat¡ng costs per payload tonne-km (approximatefy 2.4 cents^onne-

km) of the traclor-semÍtrailer (3-S3) p€troleum haulers operat¡ng at GMff's of S0,0O0 kg in New

Brunswick is higher than that (approximat efy 2.0 cents/tonne-km) of the same configuration

operat¡ng at a GVW of 54,203 kg in Quebec [23]. The expected operating cost per payload

tonne-km (approximately 1.9 cents/tonne-km) of double B{rain (g-SgS2) petroleum haulers

operating at 63,500 kg in British Columbia is lower than those of both 3S3 combinations

ônêrâtinñ in Nour Rrr rncrr¡inlz an¡{ ín /'l¡ 'a¡-.an a¡ ¿{a¡^-ik^¡ ^L ^vi-'u¡qrr!llj ¡i¡ iËsw Ð¡t¡¡¡ùw'¡vñ c¡¡iu ¡¡¡'\duutjtfü, as íJgæí¡æC aOOVe [23j.
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5.4 FUEL ECOP{OMY AS A FUNCflOru OF TRUCK SIZE

One of the important components of truck operating cost ¡s fuel cost. As mentioned previously,

fuel cost comprises approx¡matety 8-19% of total operating cost, depending on truck type and

utili>ation level. Therefore, reduction of fuel cost hÉ¡s a strong effect in decreasing total truck

operding cost.

There are a number of factors affecting fuel consumption rate. Key factors include: road

alignment (gradient, curve, etc.); surface condÍtion þaved versus unpaved ræd); operating

conditions (operating speed, traffic congestion, etc.); climatic condition (temperature, wind,

humidity, dc.); geographic condition (level, rolling, mour¡ta¡nous); G\¡1ff; and driving

performance. However, the follow¡ng explandion will illustrae how the fuel consumption rate

of a truck changes as its GVW varies, assuming thd other factors are constant.

For a particular truck type, more fuel is required to transport its commodity at greater weight

payload and, therefote, greder GVW. However, fuel consumption (gallons p€r mile - GpM)

increases at a lower rate than the weight does [30]. This means that the amount of fuel

increase required to transport a unit of freight at greder GVW level is less than thàt at a lower

GMrV level. lt is logical to use fuel consumption per unit of output to represent fuel productivrty.

The most widely used tuel-productivity unit is gallons per ton-m¡le or litres per tonne-km. Figure

5.3 ¡llustrates the reldionship between fuel consumption (gallons) per ton-mile and GM¡V. lt is

shown that fuel consumption p€r ton-mile significantly decreases as GMff increases, and that

the rate of decrease at a lower GVI¿V is greater than that at a h¡gher GVW. For a given truck

type, an increase in allowable GV\¡V limit will potentially reduce the fuel consumption of that

tnrck whan r¡corl tn ftñt q nir¡an amn.,# ^f +r^i^9* ôÃâ 
-:r^^Y¡vv¡! s¡¡vqr¡! vt ilçlvl¡1 rutt-illllcs.
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Some operators would choose to employ a bigger and heavier truck type operat¡ng at a higher

maximum GVW limit. This also results in lower fuel consumpt¡on per payload ton-mile. ln the

Western Highway lnstÍtute (WHl) study [31], different types of truck combinations were assumed

to carry a specific amount of freight (2,000 tons) over a given distance (400 miles) and those

vehicles were also assumed to carry freight at the maximum GVW limit, based on freight

density. lt was found that, as expected, the fuel consumption rate (gallons per mile) for a given

truck configuration increases as freight density and GVW increases. However, the total amount

of fuel consumed and fuel consumpt¡on per payload ton-mile decreases as freight densig and

GMrV increases. lt was also found that the total amount of fuel consumed decreases when the

larger truck combination operating at a greater GMN is employed.

Clayton et al. [32] has developed a linear relationship between fuel peúormance, in terms of

miles per gallon, and GMIV for truck combinations actually operating in Canada, and for different

seasons. Figure 5.4 shows such a linear relationship for different seasons. lt ¡s clear that

regardless of seasonal differences, the number of miles travelled per gallon of fuel decreases

as the GVW increases. ln other words, the arnount of fuel required to travel one mile increases

as GM/V increases. Cla¡on et al. [32] also found that the higher the Gvw, the lower fuel

consumpt¡on per ton-mile (gallon per payload ton-mile), and commented that liülê fuel saving

would be achieved when the truck combinations are operated at a very high G\^/v. lt should

be noted that the 'gallon" appearing in Figure 5.3 is in the u.s. unit, while the 'gallon'

appearing in Figure 5.4 is in lmperial units.

Fuel consumption tests for overlength vehicles [34] were conducted in Saskatchewan to

determine fuel savings per payload tonn+-km according to utilizing overlength vehicles (tw¡n 45-

foot semitrailers, RocÇ Mountain Doubles, and Triples) compared to the legal lenEh

combination unit (27-foot twin doubles) and the s-axle tractor-(4s-foot) sem¡trailer when carrying
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a low density commod¡ty. The tesing results are shown in Table 5.4. lt is clear that u(ilÞation

of bigger and heavier truck combinations will decrease fuel consumption per payload tonne-

km.

Table 5.4 Percent fuel savings for combination configurations

Percent Fuel Savings
per Tonne-km

Combination Configuration Versus
Semi-Trailer

Versus
Doubles

Twin 45
Rocky Mountain Doubles
Triples
Doubles

28.0
24.O
19.0
4.8

23.2
19.2
14_.2

(Source: Reference [34], pp. 12)

5.5 TRUCK OPERATII{G COSTS AS A FUNCNOh{ OF SIZE

Truck operating costs have two main components: (i) fxed costs as a function of time; and

(ii) variable costs as a function of distance travelled. For example, fixed costs are deprecidion

cost, overhead cost, insurance cost, vehicle t€xes, etc., and variable costs are driver costs, fuel

cost, t¡re cost, repair cost, etc. Many factors influence truck operating costs, such as road

alignment, surface condit¡ons, operat¡ng conditions, geographic conditions, GVlrV, and so on.

ln this regard, it is assumed that truck operat¡ng costs ¡s a function of GVlff, and that other

factors are constant.

The relationship between truck operat¡ng costs and GVW is similar to that between fuel

consumption and GVW. Truck operat¡ng costs, in terms of cost per unit distance (cents per

mile) increase as GVW increases. However, truck operating costs per payload ton-mile (cents
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per payload ton-mile) s¡gnÍf¡cantly decrease as GM¡V increases [12,24,26, A1, 85, and 86].

Figure 
,5.5 [26] shows such a relat¡onsh¡p in an aggregate manner ín which one curve

represents truck op€rating cost character¡stics for all truck combinations. lt should be noted

that the reduction rate of truck operating cost per payload ton-mile correspond¡ng to G\ ru

increase at lower GVW value is greder than thd at higher GMrV value, and that truck operat¡ng

cost per payload ton-mile for two-way loaded trucks is significantly lower than that for one-way

loaded trucks. Further, the Nat¡onal Gooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report

198 [17] illustrated truck operating coss per mile (cents per mile) as a function of GMff for

different truck types, as shown in Figure 5.6. For each truck type, truck operating cos per

vehicl+mile increases as GMrV increases. Within the certa¡n range of GMff values (from zero

up to approximately 5O tons), the truck operd¡ng cost per vehicle-mile of large truck types is

higher than thd of smaller truck types. However, beyond this range, the conclusion could not

be given.

The Westem Highway lnstitute WHI) t31] developed linear equations to calculate truck

operating cqçts for differer¡t truck combination types. Such equations were modified from the

truck operating cost study in NCHRP 198. ln the WHI study [81], truck operat¡ng costs for

varíous truck combination types were calculated. lt was assumed that those truck types were

employed to haul the 2,(XX) tons of freight for different density levels over 40&míle distance.

The major f¡nd¡ng was that for each truck comb¡nat¡on type, truck operat¡ng cost ¡n terms of

cost per mile increases as GVW and freight density increase, but the absolute operating cosit

value decreases because travelled distance is reduced according to higher weight-payload

capacity at higher G\¡W. The bigger and heavier truck combinations operating fully loaded level

at higher GVW have a lower operating cost than the smaller and lighter ones. WHI [S1] also
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found that the operating cost savings among different truck combinations operating at lower

GVW and lower freight density are greater than those operating at higher GVW and higher

freight density.

As described in Seaion 5.2, tor each combination unit, the total operating cos in terms of cents

per km decreases as truck utilization (travelled distance) increases. For a specific t¡tilization

level, the total operat¡ng cost (cents per km) increases as truck sÞe and weight increases.

However, for the same ut¡lization level, the total operating cost (cents per payload tonn+km)

significantly decreases as truck size and weiglrt increase. lt should be noted that whíle the

TRIMAO cost analysis keeps travelled distance constant and varies amount of freig¡t ca¡ried

(the bigger the truck sÞe, the greater the amount of freight to be transported),'the WHI [S1]

analysis keeps the amount of freight to be carried constânt, and varies the travelled distance

(the larger the truck, the less distance travelled).

ln case of Veighour operat¡on dealing with high densig freight, truck combindions need

greater GMrV allowance. Hence, if the maximum allowable GVW limit of a particular truck is

increased and/or the bigger and heavier truck combinations operding at the higher GMff are

employed, an operat¡ng cost saving will be achieved. ln the case of .cube-oui operd¡on

dealing with low dersity freight, truck combinations need greater sÞe allowance. By ignoring

height and width changes, if a longer truck combination is employed, operating cost savings

will be realized. However, if the we¡ght increments for 'cube-our and 1^reight-out, operations

are equal, the operating cost savings for ncube-out' s¡tuat¡ons will be greater than that for

"weight-out' situations. This is because op€rat¡ng cost difference per unit GV\ff increase at

lower GVW is greater than that at higher GVì#.
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5.6 GE¡UERAL IMPUCATIOhJS FOR VWD REGUL.ATIOh{S

The util¡zat¡on of b¡gger and heavier truck combinations will lead to a reduction in operating

cost. However, there has been a concern that such utilization will bring about higher highway

and bridge cosls. VWD reguldions are therefore set up to control the sÞe and weight of truck

combinations operat¡ng on highway systems. Nevertheless, in many countries, including

Thailand, the ìúÌVD regulations have gradually been changed to allow the use of bigger and

heavier truck combinations.

ln th€ case of sÞe limit changes, significant increases in vehicle height and width limits

generally are impraøical approaches to raising truck productivrty. Significant incïease in height

limÍts could necessitate redesigning warehouses, docks, etc., reducing truck stability as a result

of higher center of gravity, and increasing highway and bridge construction costs from the

increasing vertical clearance of bridge and underp¿tss,es, etc. [26]. Significant increase of width

limits could also require modificdion of the term¡nal facilities' existing driveways, alleys,

warehouses, and public alleys, leading to an increase in highway construction costs due to

extra lane width [26]. Consequently, width and height limits have remained relatively constant

for many years. However, it should b€ noted that the height and width limits are ìmportant to

standardization of shipment size (i.e., sÞe of containers) between countries. Therefore, the

change in height and width limits should facilitate the shipment of commodities between

countries by conforming to the world standard size of shipment (i.e., containers).

The most appropriate way to achieve greater truck cubic capacÌty ¡s to increase the individual

vehicle length and/or combination len$h. This consideration is very important to trucks

operat¡ng under ocube-out' situat¡cn and, in some cases, it facilÍtates ihe use of bigger (longer)

and heavier truck combinations operat¡ng under ve¡ght-out- sÍtuations.
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ln the case of weight limit changes, increases in G\¡W limits could be translated into increases

in weight payload capacity and therefore, truck produøivity. The GM¡V limit increases could be

achieved in the three following ways, among others:

increasing the number of axlqs, while keeping allowable axle load limits constant;

increasing the allowable axle load limits while keeping the number of axles constant;
and

increasing both the allowable axle load limits and the number of axles.

These three ways of increasing GVW limits are important only to truck conf¡gurations operating

under Veight-out'situd¡ons. However, truck corfigurdions operding under ,rrveight-out'and

"cube-ouf situations simultaneously need changes in both size and weight limits.

Walton et al. [37] suggested threê approaches to increasing size and weiglrt limits:

First, keeping size limits constant, while increasing a¡<le load and therefore, GMff limits;

Second, keeping ade load limit constant, white increasing size and G\A¡V limits; and

Third, increasing the sÞe, axle load, and GMff limit.

Walton et al. [37] also noted that these three approaches would increase truck productivity by

decreasing truck operating costs and fuel c-onsumption, but that they would adversely affect

highway and bridge cast, highway geometric requirements, highway safety, and the

environment. The trade-off of these considerations is a critical matter for the northeastern

region of Thailand, because the regional development depends on the shipment of high weight

(implying high density) and relatively low-valued commodities to the market places. Also there

are severe buCget constraints, as well as lirnited resources available for construøion anci

maintenance of highway systems.
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Consequently, the most appropriate approach to VWD regulatory changes would be where the

productivity of the existing transport systems can be increased with minimum capital investment.

This means that the VWD regulations should be relaxed in a way which minimizes adverse

effects on highway systems þavements and bridges), thereby minimizing requirements of

construct¡on and maintenance while increasing truck product¡vity.

According to the WHI study [31], it was found that the heavier and longer truck combinations

coupled with GVW d¡str¡bution over the greder lengith, and provided a sufficient number of axles

is potentially beneficial to both highway pavements and bridges. ln addition, the utilization of

these truck combinations potentially reduces fuel consumpt¡on, operating costs, and negative

effects on environmental quality (i.e., noise pollut¡on, a¡r pollution, safety, vibration, etc.).

Therefore, the most appropriate approach to increase M#D regulations is to increase GVW

limits while holding the axte load limÍts constar¡t, and distributing the GMff over the longer truck

lengnh by providing for enough axles. lt should b€ rþted that keeping axte load limits fixed by

adding a number of axles while increasing G\rrdU limits reduces the adverse effect on

pavements. Spreading these axles over the longer truck lenEh is intended to'reduce the

adverse effects on bridges.
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Chapter 6

OPHRAT!ÕNAL PERFÕRMA$qCE AruÞ SAFETV CO8{S¡ÞHRAT!ÕruS

RHGARDiTG LARGH TRT.'CKS

6.1 THE PURPOSE OF THE CI-IAPTER

There has been an increasing trend toward use of bigger and heavier trucks, primarily for

economic reasons. There is a concern that this can lead to a decrease in highway capacity

and level of service, and in highway safety. The greater sizes and weights of the trucks can

aggravate truck manoeuvring performance (such as offtracking, passing, splash and spray,

accelerating, etc.) and increasê truck accider¡t frequency and severity. The purpose of this

chapter is:

to examine truck offtracking, passing manoewres, passenger-c€¡r-equivalence, and
splash and spray as functions of truck sizes, weights, and tyÞes;

to exam¡ne truck stability and c-or¡trol as a function of vehicle type, weights and sÞes;

to examine actual truck accident records as a function of truck weights, sizes, and
types.

6.2 OFFTRACKIf{G

Offtracking is defined as the difference between the path of the frontmost inside wheel and the

rearmosft inside wheel of a given truck configuration when negotiating tums or agrade

intersect¡ons [38]. Offtracking leads to (possibly dangerous) intrusion by the last tra¡ler of a

truck combination into the lane nert to the one being negotiated, and can damage roadside

structures such as curbs, traffic signs, guardrails, etc. Offtracking can therefore lead to an

accident involving pedestrians and vehicles in adjacent lanes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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There ar,e two kinds of offtracking: (i) low speed offtracking in which the rear wheels are pulled

inward relative to the steering wheels, and (ii) high speed offtracking, in which the rear wheels

track outward relative to the steering wheels. Low speed offtracking is (potentially) much more

hazardous than high speed ofüracking, beczuse the magnitude of low speed offtracking is

significantly greater than that of high speed offtracking [49]. However, high speed offtracking

can lead to severe collision because of the greater speed involved.

It should be noted that wh¡le a given truck combination is negotiating a curve at increasing

speed, the low speed offtracking will decrease and become zero at a certain speed [99]. lf the

truck combinaion increases its speed beyond the speed causing low speed offtracking equal

to zero, high speed offtracking willoccur. The magnitude of offtracking is influenced by running

speed, radius and degree of turn, wheel base lengrth, number of trailers, number and position

of articulation point, kingpin offset, the axle-to-pintle hæk distance, the towbar length, type of

vehicle configuration, driver skills, ir¡fldion and condition of the tires, load on steer¡ng axles,

a¡nour¡t of superelevation, pavement condition, etc. [26, 39]. The following descript¡ons

concentrde on offtracking as a function of size and type of vehicle combination.

The Western Highway lnstitute (WHl) developed a simple equat¡on to calculate the magnitude

of (low speed) offtracking, as follows [40]:

(1)

where MOT
R1

L

MOT= R,-/R,'- X(L.)

maximum offtracking;
turning radius of outside front wheel;
distance between centerpoints of axles or tandem axle groups
or between such centerpoints and intermediate points of
articulation
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Table 6'1 shows maximum offtracking of various truck combinations [40]. The offtracking values

are calculated by Equation (1) based on 165-foot curve radius negotiations. lt is found that for

the same configuration, the longer the wheelbase lenEh, the more offtracking. Atthough the

overall wheelbase of a muttiple trailer combination is longer than thd of a tractor-semitrailer,

the magnitude of offtracking of such combination may be less. This is because longer

combinations consist of shorter wheelbase trailers with the additional joints of articulation, and

therefore, when the offtracking effect of each shorter wheelbase trailer is summed up, the total

offtracking magnitude is smaller [31]. ln 1974, the Utah Department of Transportation [BBt

conducted offtracking tests to compafe the calculated values. lt was found that the field resutts

compared well to the values obtajned from Equation (1) as shown in Table 6.2.

ln some casesr the magnitude d low speed offtracking is expressed in terms of the maximum

swept path width, which is the maximum distance between the track of the outward wheel of

the steering axle and the track of the inward wheel of the rearmost a{e. Figure 6.1 t41I

(developed from computer s¡mulat¡ons) shows low speed offtracking (søept pah) and high

speed offtracking as a function of trailer length and number of trailers. h can be seen that for

low speed offtracking, the swept pdh ¡ncreases as the number and length (wheelbase length)

of trailers increases [41]. Sometimes, the effect of multiple trailers can be offset by the effect

of individual longer trailer length. For example, the swept path of a triple 28-foot trailer unit is

approximatefy 2 feet less than thd of a tractor (4&.foo0 semitrailer unit when negot¡ating a go

degree turn at a 35-ft radius. For high speed offtracking, the magnitude of offtracking

increases as the number of trailers and travelling speed increases [41]. The high speed

offtracking has a maximum value in a specific range (25 to 30 ft) and then declines as trailer

lenEh increases. lt should also be noted that high speed offtracking for the same truck

combination negotiet¡ng the same tum or cu¡'ve is significantry* less in terms of magnitucie than

slow speed offtracking.



Table 6.1 Maximum offtracking of various truck combinations.

Type

Single Unit
Truck

3-Axle Tractor-
Semiùailer

4-Axle Tractor-
Semitrailer

$Axlo Tractor-
Semitrailer

S-Axle Tractor-
Semitrailer

SAxle Tractor-
Semitrailer

$Axle Tractor-
Semitailor

5-Axle Truck
and Trailer

S-Axle Truck
and Trailer

$Axlo Doublee

7-Axle Triples

9-Axle Doubleo

Profiles

ffi
@ffi
ewws
@&æw

@sre
@.&re
&æ'-----æ

Lengtr
Overall Each

Symbol Length Trailer
(F0 (Fq

2.s1 4A

40

2-S,2

33

Maximum Offtacklng
165' Curve Radius (ft)

@wñnffi
enffi
ffi.,ffiffi

ssa

27

$s2

(Source: Relerence [40], pp.4ô47)

3-S2

55

3.4

2.3

4.0

40

ss2 6s
Stinger

12 60

60 45

+2

4.0

2-51-2 65

2€1-2-2 95

itsa4 1oo

4.2

27

5.4

30

3.4

27

27

40

2.4

3.5

3.0

4.5

8.1



Table 6'2. Comparison of measured and calculated offtracking for different types of trucks

TYPE

Five-Axle
Tractor-
Semitrailer

PROFILE

Seven-AÍe
Triplets

Five-Axle
Doubles

stfr4BoL

Three-Axle
Tractor
Semitrailer

3€2

OVERALL
LENGTH
FT.

#ç;ç]

(Source: Reference [93], pp. 84)

2-S1-2-2

51

LENGTH
EACH
TRAILER

2-S1-2

91.6

40

CURVE
RADIUS
FT.

2€1

65

26

90.0

35

MAXIMUM .

oFFTRACKTNG (FT)

26

90.0

Measured Calculated
Value Value

26

7.6

90.0

8.8

8.5

90.0

6.0

7.8

3.3

5.3

2.7
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Figure 6.1 Effects of trailer length and truck configuration on offtracking behaviour
(Source: Reference [41], pp. Z7Z)

For vehicle width, even though the wider truck can reduce lateral clearance between turning

vehicles and other vehicles in adjacent lanes, and cause intrusion into the adjacent lane, it does

not, howeve¡ involve offtracking performance [41].

6.3 PASSING MANOEUVRES

The impact of large truck combinations on passing manoeuvres is more important to two-lane

undivided highways tharì to multilane divided highways, because on muttilane divided highways,

the passing chance of higher speed vehicles ¡s not reduced by sight distance limitations and

opposing trafiic disturbances [41j. lt is most appropriate, therefore, to concentrate on the effect

of vehicle size upon two-lane, undivided highways.

e
ó 2.0
z
Yo
ECE r.o
lt
o

35-lt rad¡us (out€r lronl lraclor lir€)
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The manoeuvre period on two-lane highways is separated into three phases [26]: "(D

perception and reaction time; (ii) time the passing vehicle occupies the left lane in passing the

slower vehicle, and (iii) t¡me required to retum to the right lane." The passing sight distances

allowed in highway design are considered from the disance travelled during the three previous

phases, and the distance and placement of an opposing vehicle. There are a number of

factors affecting passing manoeuvres. These factors are the flow rate of the traffic mix,

presence of opposing traffic, sight distance availability, traffic speed distribution, accelerdion

capability, grade, and sizes and weights of passing and passed vehicles [41]. The large trucks,

operating on high gradient, two-lane, undivided higlways, can potentially reduce level of service

and traffic flow, because those trucks have low manoewring performances aciörding to the¡r

greater sizes and weights, low running speed, ar¡d lorø accelerat¡on performance. The following

description will focus on the effects of truck size and weight on passing manoewres.

WHI [42] conducted a full scale acceleration test d diesel trucks having weight-to-horsepower

ratios of 100 to 400 lb/hp. The passing distance versus weight-to-horsepower ratio and the

passing time versus we¡ght-to-horsepower rafios were plotted and combined to develop the

passing characteristic envelopes as illustraûed in Figure 6.2. lt was found that passing

distances and t¡mes increase as the weight-tohorsepower increases. Therefore, when a given

truck combination carries more payload of freigtrt (thereby increasing weight-to-horsepower

ratio), it needs a greater distance and more t¡me to pass slower vehicles.

It is known that the length of the two vehicles involved in any passing manoeuvre and the

differences of their speeds affect pass¡ng time and therefore, passing distance. The relationship

between both vehicle lenEhs and speed dsfference on the passíng t¡me CU on two-lane,

undivíded highways [26] is:
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where: L
l-"

1s0

1.47
V

Passing time and distance for low speed päss by various we¡ght-horsepower
ratio expressed in the per gross horsepower
(Source: Reference [42], pp. 56)

I0 15 Z0

Paeair¡g Time-Seconde

l"+l_+150
1.47 V

length of faster vehicle (car)
lenEh of slower vehicle (truck)
75 ft allowance for pull-to distance, and
75 ft allowance for return-to-lane
convers¡on factor (mph to fps); and
speed difference between vehicles (mph)

(2)Te

The Utah Department of Transportation [&3] showed the effects of vehicle lenEhs and speed

differences on passing time (based on Equat¡on (2)) as illustrated in Table 6.8, and also showed

the effect of various comb¡nat¡on lengths, speeds, and speed differences on pass¡ng distance

as illustrated in Figure 6.3. lt is found that the increase in passed vehicle lengh leads to the

requirement of the longer passing distance and t¡me. This finding is more pronounced when



Table 6.3

&9

Passing t¡me requ¡rements as a funct¡on of speed differences and truck lengths
for two-lane highways

Speed
Dift.
(mph)

55 Fr
Comb.
(single)

65 Fr
Comb.
(double)

Added Time 95 Ft.
Single to Comb.
Double ffriple)

Added Time Added Time
Single to Double to
Triple Triple

4.08
2.O4

1.36

5.44
2.72
1.82

1.36
0.68
0.46

31 .70
15.85
10.5"7

35.78
17.89
11.93

30.34
15.17
10.11

5
10
15

(SOURCE: Referenco [33], pp.gS)
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Figure 6.3 Passing distance requirements as a function of speeds, speed differences, and
truck lengths for two-lane highways
(Source: Reference [39], pp.g6)
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the passing manoeuvre occurs either at high speed, or at a lower speed difference. For

example, for a speed difference of 5 míles per hour (mph), a car travelling at a speed to 5s

mph requires a passing t¡me of 30.34 secs and a passing distance of Z,4øl|ft to pass a 55-

foot tractor-semitrailer unit. Under the same running speed and the same speed difference

conditions, the same car needs the additional pa*sing time of 1.86 and s.44 secs and the

additional passing d¡stance of 110 and 439 ft to pass a 6s-foot double-traíler unit and a g5-

foot tr¡ple tra¡ler un¡t, respectively [gg].

Alberta Transportation [4Í]l reported that a longer passing time and distance were required for

a car to pass a longer truck combination, and thd the additional t¡me and distance were

proportional to the additional lengith of the longer truck combination. For exaniþle, a passing

time of 15 secs and a passing distance of 480 m are requíred tor acar travelling at 11s kmih

to pass a 2&m-long truck combination running at 100 kmih.on a two-lane, undivided highway.

The additional passing times and distances would be 10% more to pass a Rocky Mountain

Double (29 m long), 13% for a triple (34 m long), and 20% tor the rurnpike (3s m tong). One

study [41] concluded that the truck combinaion length does have an impact on the passing

time and distance, but the truck configuration type has little or no impaa on the passing

performance. This means, the impact of a tractor-semitrailer unit and that of a dbuble-trailer

unit on passing manoewre.s are the sar¡e, if both units have the same combination lengrth.

Truck width also has an effect on passing manoewres on two-lane undivided highways,

because a wider truck can reduce the s¡ght distance of following vehicles, reduce lateral

clearance between passing and passed vehicles, decrease lateral distance between passing

vehicles and roadway shoulder and edge, and reduce suitable justment of safe or unsafe gaps

to opposing vehicles [41]. However, the widths of various types of truck conf¡gurat¡ons are

generally constant, and little change in width occurred over t¡me. Therefore, the eifect of truck
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w¡dth on pass¡ng manoeuvres is the same for a number of truck types and is considerably less

important than truck combinat¡on lenEh.

6.4 PASSENGER CAR EQU|VALEIüCE

Trucks can decrease highway capacity and level of service because of their s¡gnificanily greater

sizes and weights, and therefore, lower operat¡onal performance in comparison to passenger

cars [26, 39, 41]. Passenger+arcquivalence (PCÐ ¡s used to monitor a truck's oper¿¡¡on4

performance compared to that of a passenger car. PCE was defined in the Highway Capacþ

Manual [44] as the number of passenger c€¡rs displaced in the traffic flow by a truck or bus,

under the prevailing roadway and trdfic conditions.' There are a number of factoi'rs influencing

PCE: roadway type, geographic condition, gradient, percent d trucks in the traffic flow, traffic

volume, running speed, weight-to-power ratio, truck characteristics, etc. The situations leading

to lower operat¡onal pedormance of a given truck cornb¡ndion can potent¡ally increase pCE.

Suih situations occur when the truck combindion is running on two-t¿rne versus multilane

highways, under difficult tenain (mountainous versus levef), at a high gradient portion of

highway, and a low running speed. For example, based on its effects on the capacÌty of

freeway, a truck operating on level terrain has a PCE of 2, but the same truck operating on

e)ftended grades of 6 percent may be over 20 PCE [e9]. For a tow percentage of trucks (18-

21%), a truck operating on a two-lane upgrade highway is equivalent to g.0 pCE at a running

speed of 50 mph, and 32 PCE at a speed of 20 mph [41].

The bigger (higher, wider, and longer) and heavier truck combinations can lead to higher pCE

values because such combinations may have low accelerating and speed ma¡ntaining

capabilities [41]. The mo.ç important faciors a'Íeci¡ng the performance oÍ the bigger anci

heavier truck combinations is their weight-to-horsepower rat¡os. The higher weight-to-
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horsepower rat¡o of a given truck combination can decrease the operational pefformance and

therefore, increase the PCE of that truck. However, this strongly depends on many other

factors as previously described. For example, for an ercended four-lane freeway with 15 percent

trucks, a light truck with a weight-to-horsepower rat¡o of 100 lb/hp and a heavy truck with a 800

lb/hp ratio are equally equivalent to 2.0 PcE at 0% grade. However, the light truck is equivalent

to 5.0 PCE, while the heavy truck is equivalent to 18.0 PCE at 6% grade [45]. This exampte

shows that the effects of weight-to-horsepower on PCE for a given truck are more severe on

high gradient highways.

The degree of greater size and weight of a truck can be reprqgented by number of axles.

Cunagin et al. [46] found that the PCE's increased as the number of a¡<les on any truck

combination increased, and as the grad¡er¡t of the highway becomes steeper.

6.5 SPI.ASI.I AND SPRAY

Splash and spray can be a safety concern during wet conditions involving water, slush, and

snow. The visibility of passenger cars is reduced by splash and spray from passing and

passed trucks' Wer [47] defined splash and spray as: 'splash tends to be relàtively large

droplets which more in ballistic trajectories. Spray is composed of the smaller droplets, which

tend to be suspended in the air and move with the air flow." Splash and spray vary with a

number of factors, such as weather elements (water, slush, snow, and air), highway

characteristics (surface type, grade, covering of pavement surface, etc.), driver behaviour, truck

running speed, and vehicle characteristics (type of axle, total truck weight, lenEh of truck, type

of configurat¡on, etc.) [81].
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A number of ohservations concerning the effects of splash and spray produced by trucks can

be noted:

Visibility can be reduced to the point where it is dangerous to pass a truck, and
since it would take longer to pass a longer truck, a motor¡st would be exposed
to the danger for a greater lenEh of time. t48l.

Large trucks create more critical splash and spray conditions than small
vehicles, because they displace more mo¡sture from the road surface ... and
release the moisture cloud at h¡gher elevation above the road surface. [41]

However, the contribution of splash and spray to accidents on highways have been

studied [31]. The major findings relat¡ng truck charaaeristics to splash and

cons¡deretions are:

Tandem axles usually cause larger and denser spray than single axles [41].

ln spite of having longer lengrth and more axles, double and triple tra¡ler combinations
with single axles only create less splash and spray than a tractor-semitrailer does [33,
411.

For the same configurat¡on type, the longer unit did increase the splash and spray
sffects, but the degree of increment is not significant. For example, .longer tractor-
semitrailers are likely to slightly aggravate the splash and spray problem... However,
these differences are not large and are likely to be inconsequer¡tial for the reptacement
of 45-ft by 4^&ft semitrailers.. [41].

These points indicate that it would be more rdional to concentrate on axle types (single versus

tandem alde) rather than truck combination lengths when considering the effect of splash-spray

on highway safety. The ut¡lizat¡on of splash and spray suppression devices can reduce the

problems. Properly designed spray protectors, for example, may reduce the visibility problem

caused by trucks to other road users by 25-30% [7].

6.6 STABILITY Âf{D CO¡UTROL

rarely

spray

(a)

(b)

(c)

The most systemat¡c study, examining and testing the stab¡lity and control characteristics of
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heavy truck combinations employed for interprovincial freight transport in Canada, was

conducted by the Vehicle Weight and Dimension study of the Roads and Transportat¡on

Association of Canada (RTAO) [8]. The main purpose of this srudy was to address the stabitiry

and control behaviour of considered vehicles in response to steering and braking manoeuvres,

and to relate those findings expressing op€rat¡onal sdety measures to the direction of changes

in VWD regulations in Canada The study determined a number of different truck combinæions

which were classified into six categories, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Computer simulations and

full-scale track tests of baseline vehícles from each of six categories and other cofifigurations

were carried out.

6.6.'t Ferformance &Seasures

The seven pararnetr¡c rneasures used to compafe the manoewring performances d. all vehicles

were defined according to the definitions in [8, 49, S0l as follows:

Stat¡c Rollover Threshold is the lateral acceleration at wh¡ch a vehicle carì susta¡n a
steady tum without rolling over. This measure has strong conelat¡on with tn¡ck rollover
accidents.

Dynamic Rollover Stability is the fract¡onat change in tire loads between the left- and the
rigltt-side tire in avoiding an ohslacle. Thís measure, called .load trañsfer ratioo,
indicates the po¡nt at which the vehicle lifts off all of its tires on one side, and starts
rolling over, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Friction Demand in a Tight Tum is the m¡n¡mum level of pavement friction on which a
vehicle can negotiate a tight turn, such as at an intersection, withor¡t suffering from loss
of cor¡trolling capability. Whenever the frict¡on between the tires anO pavõnent for a
given vehicle is less than the friction demand, the vehicle will produc'e a "jack-knife"
rqsponse, as shown in Figure 6.6. This situation is highly criticalior semitra¡lers having
widely spread axles and/or belly axles.

Braking efficiency is the highest percentage of tire/pavement friction that can be utilized
in an emergency stop without suffering fiom wheel lockup.

Low Speed Offtracking is the rna,ximum offset in wheel ptrhs between the outs¡de of
the frontmost wheel on the tractor and the inside of the rearmost wheel of the last
trailer at a 9o degree right-hand tum at a 11_m radiqs intersection, as shæm in fìgùre
6.7.

(ii)

(iiD

(iv)

lvl
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Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.9 Transient high speed offtracking performance
(Source: Reference [S0], pp. 14)

High Speed Offtracking is the lateral offset in wheel paths between the outs¡de of the
frontmost wheel on the tractor and the outside of the rearmost wheel in a moderate
Seady turn, as shown in Figure 6.8.

Transient High€peed Offtracking is the maximum value of offset in wheel paths
between the outside of the frontmost wheel on the tractor and the most or¡hvarO ät tne
rearmost axle of the last trailer, as shown in Fígure 6.9

6.6.2 Mafor Flndtnos

(vD

(vi¡)

The following notes summarize the major findings of the R.T.AC. study concerning stability and

cor¡trol [8, 49, 50]:

Tractor€emltraller: The tfactor-semitrailer was the most stable vehicle configuration
invesigated. lt was found that its stab¡lity can be improved by reducing the spread of
semitrailer a:<les (particularly in the case of triple, tri- and quad axlesi and incrãasing semitrailer
len$h (wheelbase) [8]. However, the maximum semitrailer length (wheelbase) is rËsriaed by
the offtracking consideration. Billing [50] stated thd'Ma:(imum wheelbase must be limited to
control offtracking, and minimum wheelbase must be limited in conjunclion with axle spread to
cor¡trol friction demand..

A-Traln Double Traller Comblnatlon: The typical A-train double units up to 23 metres in total
length have a poor stab¡l¡ty performance in response to rapid steer¡ng manoeuvres [s0]. A-
train double trailer units of 28 to 35 metres in total lengrth aie recommãnded to operate under
special permits where there are no geometric problemð because the longer combinat¡ons can
improve high speed offtrackíng, dynamic rollover stability, and transient hìgh speed offtracking
perfoi'rnances [8, 50]. lt shoulci be noted that low speed offtracking muãt nb determined in
the case of lengthening A{rain doubles.
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B-Traln Double Trailer Comblnations: The B-train double unit has the highest stab¡lity and
cor¡trol capability compared to A- and c-train double trailer units.

C'Traln'Double Traller Comblnation: The C-train double un¡t has better dynamic srtability and
control performances than A-train double units. However, the high-speed and transient high-
speed offtracking of C+rain double units is slightly worse than A-train doubles because of the
steer¡ng characteristics of its dolly axles [S0].

Trlple Traller Comblnatlon: Both A- and C-train tr¡ple trailer combinations have a considerably
lower stabilûy and cor¡trol performance than doubles and tractor-semitrajlers.

Table 6.4 [8] summarizes and compares the payload considerations, stability and control

performances, and offtracking performances of 22 different vehicle confÍgurations, including the

6 baseline vehicles. lt should be noted that, based on productiviÇ (volume and weight

payload) considerations, the triple trailer combination is one of the mos productive vehicle

configurations. This is not the case when determining stability and control and offtracking

performance. ln particular, A-train triple tra¡ler combinations (baseline 8-axle) have the worst

stability and control and offtracking performance when compared to all other vehicles. B-train

double trailer combindions (baseline 8-axle) rank as the superior configurdion, in terms of

productivity and sdety aspects.

6.7 HTSTORTCAL Oru-ROAp SAFETY

Although truck operational and stability and control pefformances of a number of differer¡t truck

configurdions have b€€n determined, another important consideration is the examindion of on-

road truck acÆident history. The historical truck accident performance can reflect the effects

of sizes, weights, and types of truck combinations actually operating on highway sysems on

their safety character¡st¡cs. The truck accident rate (number of accidents per mile or tonne-

mile) and severi$ (faûalrty-, injury-, and property-damage-related acc¡dents) are the indication

of truck sdety performance.
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comparison of payload, stability and control, and offtracking performance for
various types of truck combinations

CONFIGURATION

Beference Levels

PAYLOAD

Volume Weight
1O4m 25t

STABIUTY AND CONÍBOL MEASUHES
OFFTRACKING

MEASURES

static @ r-ow rrgh Tr"ns¡ent
Rollover Rollover Demand Etficienry Speed Speed Ffot, Sd
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++
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A TRAIN DOUBLES
Baseline I Axlo
7 Axle
6 Axle
Turnplko Doubles
Rocþ Mountain
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r.¡/A o o oooooooooÀr/AoÐo
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C TRAIN DOUBLES
Baseline I Axlo
7 Axle
6 Axle
Focky Mountain

++
++

++

+
+
+
++

B TRAIN DOUBLES
Baseline 8 Axle
7 Axlo
O Rxle
Belly Axle

Ð@@@
@@@@

o
o

N/A @
N/A @

++
++

++
++

A TRAIN TRIPLES
Baselino 8 Axle
11 Axle

Ð@@@
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o
Ð

N/A O
N/A O

++
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C TRAIN TRIPLES
Basoline I Axle
11 Axle

LEGEI{D:

Pavload Measures:

- = Equal to Roference
+ : up to 2O% better
++ = More than 20% better

Stabilitv, Control & Offtracking Measures:

O = Meots or exceeds reference performanco
O = less than ZO% below reference performance
@ = more than 20% below reforenco performance
lrl./A = Performance not available

(Sourco: Reference [8], pp. 13)
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6.7.1 Effect of GVW on Truck Accldent Characterlsflaç

There is a concern that the use of bigger and heavier truck combinations would cause a

reduction in highway safety and an increase in severity of trr.¡ck accidents. lt is generalfy known

that truck weight is a significant factor in the severity of accidents, b€cause of the effect of mass

and speed change on any vehicle hit by that truck [S2].

ln terrns of truck accident rate, Vallette et al. [51] conduaed a truck accider¡t study based on

expcsure and accider¡t data collected on selected roadway segmênts in six states in the United

States. They found thd: (i) for stra¡ght trucks, the acc¡dent rate (number of accidents per 1oo

million vehicles miles) increases as GMrV increases; (iÍ) for tractor-semitrailers, the accident rate

decreasqs as GWV increases (the rde of decrease is high at low GMA/ and then gradually lower

at high G\ 
^/); 

and (iii) for doubles, the acc¡der¡t rae gradually decreases as GVltr increases, br¡t

after reaching th€ min¡mum accider¡t rde d certa¡n GV\tr, the accident rate ¡ncreasqs moderately

as GMtr increasas, as shown in Figure 6.10. Howenrer, it should be noted that the accident rate

for doubles is higher than that for tractor-semitrailers.

Polus et al. [52] examined the road-accider¡t involvement of various weight groupö of trucks in

lsrael. The study was based on two sources of ir¡formation: the pol¡ce accident records, and

the vehicle registration file. Polus et al. found that there exists a decreasing trend of accident

rate (number of accider¡ts per million vehicle km) as GMrV increases, and that the involvement

rate for trucks in highway accidents is lower than that for passenger cars and buses (Figure

6.1 1).
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Figure 6.1 0 Truck accident rdes as a function of gross vehicle weight for two states, California
and Nevada
(Source: Reference [S1], pp. 4f3)
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Figure 6.11 Truck accident rates as a function of gross vehicle weight in lsrael
(Source: Fleference [S2], pp. 67)
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ln terms of severity, Vallette et al. [51] found that for tractor-semitrailer units, severity seems to

be independent of GMIV and for doubles, no conclusion could be drawn from the resuhs

obtained. Alassur [53J also found that 'lncreasing the current carltruck size disparity and mass

rat¡o may have no significafi adverse effect on the severity of carltruck accidents.' Polus et al.

[52], however, found that there is a tendency of increasing risk of a fatal accider¡t as GVVV

increases. This was expressed in terms of percentage, and rate of fatal accidents involving

trucks.

As discussed previously, the truck accident ræe, in terms of the number of truck accidents per

vehicledistance (miles or kilometres), tends to decrease with the increase of GVIV. However,

Polus e|t al. [52] did not classify truck accident data by truck rype (straight, single-trailer, or

double-tra¡ler units). This, therefore, could lead to the wrong conclusion, because tractor-

semitrailers, for example, may cause different accident rates from doubles. The conclusion for

truck accident severity relating to GMff is inconclusive.

6.7.2 Effects of the Number of Trallere on Truck Accldent Character¡stlcs

It was shown in Section 6.6 that different truck configurat¡ons had different operat¡onal

performances which could possibly lead to different accident records actually experienced on

highway operations. The following descriptions focus on the accident characteristics for tractor-

semitrailer and double trailer units, because there is a lack of truck accident records for triples

[41,54].

ln terms of truck accident rate, Carsten [55] conducted a study of truck accidents in the United

States, and found that there is no difference in the rate of either fatality- or injury-r.elated

accidents between tractor-semitrailer and double trailer units. Vallette et al. [s1l found that
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doubles experienced a higher accident rate than tractor-semitrailers at the same GVW as shown

in Figure 6.10' Vallette et al. [51] also found that based on truck accident rate per ton-miles,

doubles showed a considerably higher accident rde than tractor-semitrailers when operat¡ng on

rural non-freeways and urban freeways. However, for ruralfreeways and urban non-freeways, the

differences of that rate between doubles and tractor-semitrailers are not significant. ln the TRB

special report er¡titled Twin Trailer Trucks' [41] based on a number of reviewed literatures, it was

found that 'twins have slightly more accident invotvements per mile travelled than tractor-

semitrailers operated under identical conditions at highway speeds." lt should be noted that the

most apparent difference between accidents experienced by doubles and those experienced by

tractor-semitrailers was thd a significantly higher proport¡on of doubles accidents were single

vehicle accidents [41]. This indicates operaing difficutties in the control of doubles.

ln terms of truck accident severity, Carsten [55] found thd double accidents showed somewhat

more serious injuries than tractor-semitrailer ones, part¡cularly in the case of noncollision

accidents caused by rollovers and jack-knifing. This can be attr¡buted to handling-related

problems with double tra¡ler combindions. The TRB sæcial report [41] found that undêr

reasonably simila¡ conditions, the rd¡os between the accident ¡nvolvement rate of doubles and

that of tractor-semitrailers for fatal accidents were 0.93, 1.05, and 1.20 in the three seleaed

studies. However, the conclusion was thd "differences in the severity of tw¡ns and tractor-

semitrailer accidents are small, and neither configuration is consistently associated with a more

severe accider¡t pattern," [41]. Vallette et a¡. {511 found thatthere was no difference in severity

levels for tractor-sem¡trailers and doubles.

As discussed previously, the truck accider¡t rate experienced by doubles tended to be h¡gher

than that experienced by tfactor-semitrajlers. tt was found that doubles possibly have handling

problems compared to tractor-semitrailers, because doubles showed a higher proportion of
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single-vehicle accidents such as jack-knifing and rollovers. There is no consistent conclusion

for truck accident severity with respea to number of trailers. one should realize that the

following fadors can have some impact on the findings obtained:

(i¡)

(¡¡¡)

data considerations, such as sources of data data+olleaion, method, quality and quantity
of data, etc.

differences in definition and classificdion of accident types, analytical approaches,
interpretation and evaluation approach.

differencas in operating environments such as weather (dry, wet), highway type, highway
location, t¡me cú day, traffic volume, speed, roadside features, geometric ieaureõ, etc,
tæ].

An appropride truck accident study should h conducted at a disaggregate level; for example,

truck accident rde ard swerity should Þ determined separaeg for truck configuration types,

truck we¡gf¡ts, and truck sizes. Truck accident rde and severity should also be considered

separately by highway types under the acceptably similar operat¡ng environmer¡ts, and by

accider¡t types.
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CHAPTER 7

SUGGESTEM RESEÂRCH PRO.JEÇTS

COruCERruIruG LARGE TRI"gCK OPERAT'IOruS

¡ru Th{E NCIRTO{EAST REGIOôü CIF T¡-{AILÅh{Ð

The ut¡lizat¡on of large trucks in the Northeast Reg¡on of Thailand is increasing due to economic

pressures. This increase has important effects for traffic, highways, and bridges. Although use

of large trucks will resutt in a reduction in fuel consumpt¡on and truck operating cost, leading

to an improvement of the region's economy! a better standard of living, and various other

benefits, it can also lead to an increase in highway pavemer¡t and bridge costs,. a reduction in

highway capacity and level of service, and an increase in the number and severity of accidents

involving those large trucks.

tt is known that vehicle weight and dimension (VWD) regulations have an important effect on

truck fleets and their operating character¡stics. Highway and bridge engineers therefore require

a clear understanding of the structure of V}vD reguld¡ons, the influences of those regulat¡ons

on the physical and operating characteristics of different truck configurations, and.the effect of

proposed changes in these regulations. This understanding would help those engineers to link

the effects of MrVD regulations to pavement and bridge damage, highway capacity and level

of service reductions, and on-road truck accident performance, etc.

This chapter presents recommendat¡ons for relevant research relating to truck weight and

dimension issues of apparent impon to regulatory development opportunities conceming large

truck transport ¡n the Northeast region of Thailand.
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The recommendations for relevant research are as follows:

1. ln order to develop a clear understanding of the nature of truck transportat¡on systems

in the northeast region, the three main components-activity system relating to truck

transport, truck transportation system, and commodity flow carried by trucks-must be

studied. The aaivity system relating to truck transport needs is the pattern of social

and economic activities, such as farm population, planted area, agricuttural production

and related industry, etc. The truck transponation system consists of roadway networks,

roadway characteristics (i.e., primary, secondary or provincial highways, lengrth of each

highway, number of lanes, characteristics of curves, grades, and turns, etc.), veh¡cle

characteristics (truck fleet composition, numÞr of axles in each truck type, truck empty

weight, axle load, GVW, truck overall length, etc,), and other elements. Truck transport

flow pattern is determined based on commodrty type, truck type, length of trip, origin-

destination consideration, operating characteristics ('cube-our, veight-our, overwê¡ght

and overdimension operations, rate charged, one- or two-way hauling, etc.), and other

elements.

These three truck transport components are mutually interactive. The ch'aracteristics

of truck transponation in the region would be more clearly understood at the end of this

research' The answers for such questions as why the traffic of a given commodity on

a particular highway portion is so heavy, why large trucks are used in long trips rather

than short trips, why the use of large trucks is generally greater than small ones, why

the empty trucks running on highways are so numerous, etc., would be revealed. This

research would mainly be based on case studies, ¡nterv¡ews with truck operators and

Irsêrs ând farmorc qnd fiofd rlatc ¡nllar'iinnvqtu vvtrvvllvt t¡
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2' ln order to develop a clear understanding of how \rWD regulations influence truck fleet

and operating character¡st¡cs in the northeast region of Thailand, five studies must be

conducted. They are outl¡ned as follows:

(') To develop an understanding of the structure of VWD regulations, conceptual
criteria (technical, operat¡onal or political aspects) in sãtting each element
included in vlffD regulations currenily governing in the nortñeast region. lt
would be recommer.rded that the comparison of vwD regulations ðunentty
governing in Thailand to those regulations cunently governing in other 

"ount¡"óin Southeast Asia Europe, ârìd Canada anO inã U.S.A; etc., shoutd be
considered. The changes in the VWD reguldions in these countries should be
compared to those in Thailand as well. The purpose is to discover the effests
of international freight transportat¡on (i.e., container transport) on the vlvD
regulatory changes in Northeast Thailand. This research would be based on
interuier¡rs wÍth govemmer¡t officers responsible for the sett¡ng M,VD regulatory
in the Department of Highways and Department of Land trañsþortatioñ.

To develop an understanding of the effects of MffD regutations on truck fleet
and operating characterist¡cs (truck fleet selection, truõk tteet mix, truck tare
weight, truck GMff distribution, axle load distribution, etc.) based on cunently
governing vlffD regulat¡ons and recerily passed \/lffD reguld¡ons Vwóregulatory changes) in the region. The pætem of changes in truck neei and
operd¡ng characteristics over t¡me w¡ll represent thJ influences of wvD
regulatory changes. This research would be based on field data collect¡on
conducted by Khon Kaen Universrty (l(l(U) stdf and truck survey data conducted
by DoH in the northeast region. ln addition, truck data cotteaion at weignint
gcales in processing plSnls in the region would be performed mainly to ò'uta¡ñ
truck tare weight and GVìff d¡stribut¡on dda Truck operators would also be
interviewed.

To develop an understanding of ovenøeighVoverdimension operations, reflecting
the efficiency of enforcement programõ adualty pertormeo and er¡forcemeri
prograrns such as fine and penatty structure and oven¡¡eiglrVoverdimension
detection conducted by government officers and policemeã. This research
would be based on.ir¡terviews with government officers and policemen at
detect¡ng scales, and ir¡terviews with truòk operators and truck drivers. The true
overweighVoverdimension information would also be colleaed at those scales.

To develop an understanding of the effects of non-vwD regulatory factors (¡.e.,
commodity, route, operdional, terminal characteristics, etcJ on truck fleet and
operat¡ng characteristics. This research would reflect the ¡nfluences of those
factors on the relationship between VWD regulat¡ons and truck fleet and
operat¡ng characteristics, and would be baseã on truck operator and user
interviews, and case studies.

According to the f¡rst four researches disct¡ssed in this section, another study
should be conducted to develop an understanding of the implicatíons of \AffD

(íD

(iir)

(iv)

(v)
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regulat¡ons to the range of several truck configuration types potent¡ally and
aaud$ operating in the northeast region. This research should be formulated
at a disaggregate level to take ir¡to account commodity differences (i.e., liquid,
bulk dry, general freight, as well as commodity densiÇ), route differòn"". ii.".,primary highways, unpaved rural roads, etc.), regional differences (i.e., rural,
urban, etc.), and operational djfferences (lrueightout,, ocube-outo, oemptyn, or
"less-than-truckload' (LTL) operaions). This resea¡ch would identify tvhät-went
wrong in governing VWD regulations", and recommend possible VVVD regulatory
improvements.

It is necessary to analyze the theoretical and actual productivity in terms of truck

operat¡ng cost p€f output (baht per tonne-km) with respect to governing Vl,vD

regulations and potential change to those regulations. The theoretical considerations

of this analysis would consider payload-handling capabilities (by freight type), annual

utilization levels, cost structure and energy consumption of a number of feasible truck

types operating in the region. The following steps would be performed:

(¡) Based on the research described in '? above, scenarios of VIVD regulations
and truck types would be established. Therefore, tare weights, cubiCpayload
and weight payload capacities for each of those truck types would âtso Oe
determined.

(¡l) The typ¡cal range of vehicle utilization (distance travelled) and typical operat¡ng
performance (long trips betrÂ,een cities, short trips in urban 

-áreas, 
btc.¡ tor

different vehicle types and different commodities handled would be considéred.

(¡ii) Suitable input cost data would be developed based on typical operat¡onal
situat¡ons by truck types, commodity types, and route types.

(¡v) The data in (íii) would be input into a selected cost model. The resuhs of
theoretical productivity (baht per tonne-km) for each truck and MIVD regulation
scenario would then be obtained. lt should be noted that the cost modèl used
in this research should be appropriate to the developing country situation and
should be a determin¡stic cost model. lt is recommended that based on this
determinist¡c model, the sensÍtivity analysis would be performed to identify
which input parameters (sensitivity parameters) have strong influences on truck
operat¡ng costs.

The aaud considerations of this analysis would focus on development of an

understanding of actual payloads handled, operating circumstances, L¡tilization levels,

fuel consumpt¡on, and cost exper¡ences. This analysis would be based on case studies
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and interview progralns conducted in the northeast region.

4. An understanding of the effects of VWD regulations and their changes on highway

pavements and bridges in terms of reconstruction and maintenance costs is needed.

The V\IVD regulation and truck type scenarios providing high theoretical and (possibly)

actual productivity (high truck operat¡ng cos saving) would be considered as the VWD

regulation and truck type scenarios inpr"rt in this research. This would be based on the

study mentioned in o3' above. These scena¡ios would be considered separae$ for

commodity types, operation types, and route types.

For pavement costs, the damaging effects of a particular truck type operating under a

given V1v1/D regulation scenario would be mainly varied according to axle types, axle

loads, axle spreads, and suspension systems allowed by that MrVD regulatory scenario.

The pavement damage caused by a given truck configurations is determined by the

increases in the equivalent (l&kip) single axle load applications. Therefore, research

involving the effects of each truck type operd¡ng under a given MIVD regulation scenario

on highway pavements (both r¡g¡d and flexible) in terms of the equivalent (18-kip) singte

arle load would be conducted.

For bridge costs, the damag¡ng effects of a particular truck type operating under a given

VWD regulation scenario on bridges are varied according to GVW and axle spacing.

The main effect of those trucks on bridges is the magnitude of bending moment created

on those bridges compared to the bending moment caused by design vehicles (i.e., HS-

20). Therefore, the research involving the effects (bending moment) of each truck type

operatlng unCer a given \4rVD regulation scenario on different kinds of briciges (i.e.,

short, medium, or long span bridges) in the northeast region would be conducted.
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,A highway rehabilitation and maintenance cost modelwould be developed or adapted

from other stud¡es in order to calculate those costs. lt should be noted that data input

into the model must be carefully determined because those data will reflect truck

configuration types for each MIVD regulation scenario, and also represent highway and

bridge characteristiqs, and typ¡cal truck operational characteristics in the region. This

can lead to more realist¡c resutts. The benefit cost ratio analysis should then be

conducted to evaluate the economic feasibility for each MffD regulation scenario.

Developing an understanding of operating performance in terms of stability and control

characteristics (i.e., braking efficiency, offtracking, rollover, jackknife, etc.), of feasible

truck types operat¡ng under each VruVD regulat¡on scenario and actual truck types

currently operating in the region is essential. This research would be conducted using

computer simulations of all feasibte and actual truck types, as well as full-scale tests of

some popular truck types. The compúer simuldion model would be adapted from one

available from a developed country, such as the model used in the RTAC Study [s7]

conducted in Canada. While some truck configuration types are feasible in economic

terms, this research would identify which of them have operating problems on highway

environments in the northeast region. This research ís very important, because it would

help to indicate the d¡rection of appropriate, productive and sde changes in VrdVD

regulations.

Evidence of actual operation problems of truck types operating on highway networks

in the northeast region based on historical on-road truck accident records should be

collected. This resea¡ch would attempt to correlate problems with cenain truck

configurations ind¡cated in research (5)to problems in actual on-road operation. The
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main source of this research would be police accident records. Atthough the rel¡abil¡ry

of this source is questionable, it is the best of the actual on-road accident data. The

research should be formulated (if possible) to present accident rate and severity for

different truck characteristics such as GVIV, number of trailers, and truck types. lt

would also be important to control operat¡ng environments such as weather (dry or wet),

highway typ€s (div¡ded or undivided, number of lanes), highway location (turns,

intersection, curves, etc.), driver condition, etc. ln addition, the def¡nition and

classification of accident types, analytical approaches, ¡nterpretation and evaluation

should be carefully set to match the ¡n-hand data and truck operating conditions in the

region.
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Appendix A-1 Typical cross sections of primary and provincial híghways in Northeast Region
(Source: Reference [1])
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Appendix A€ Locaion of vehicte grcss weigtrt surveys by DoH (1980)
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Appendix A€ Gross vehicle weigfrt (GVlú/) distributions for loaded and 1o-wheel trucks

ÊWheel lGWheel

GV'W
(tonnes)

GM# Midpoint
(tonnes)

No. of
T¡ucks

Cumulative
%

No. of
Trucks

Cumulative
%

%%

3.5-4.5
4.S5.5
5.5{.5
6.S7.5
7.ffi.5
8.$9.5
9.S10.5
10.$11.5
11.$12.5
12.$13.5
13.S14.5
14.$15.5
f 5.$16.5
16.$17.5
17.S18.5
18.519.5
19.S20.5
20.s21.5
21.+æ..5
æ.+23.5
23.5-24.5
24.*æ.5
25.S26.5
æ.*27.5
27.1?ß.5
28.S29.5
29.æ0.5
30.ffi1 .5

0.29
2.62
4,96
8.75

11.95
12.æ
15.74
11.08
9.04
6.12

10.50
3.50
2.gr
0.58

0.29
2.92
7.87

16.62
æ.57
41.11
56.85
67.93
76.97
83.0S
93.59
97.08
æ./t2

1(x).æ

4
5
6
7
I
I

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
æ
21

æ.
23
24
25
â
27
28
æ
30
31

1

I
17
30
41
¿13

54
38
3l
21

35
12
8
2

1 0.08 0.08
3 0.25 0.33
6 0.50 '.0.83
11 0,92 1.75
14 1.17 2.{¿
17 1.42 4.3Ít
æ 1.67 6.(X)
æ 2.42 8.42
æ 3.25 11.67
73 6.08 17.75
144 12.q) æ.75
23iÍt 19.42 49.17
2æ 19.83 69.00
100 8.3€ 77.33
36 3.CÐ 80.33
42 3.50 &t.8Í¡
37 3.08 86,92
42 3.50 90.42
49 4.08 90.50
3s 2.y¿ 97.42
18 1.50 98.92
I 0.67 99.58
4 0.33 99.92
1 0.08 100.00

1200 1001æ34ir

Sourco: Beference [3]











T'ruck Gl'¡aracteristieø:

- fuel type: diesel
- power: 120 hp
- configuraion: &axle, 1o-wheel single unit truck
- paylóad capacity: 12,OOO litres

Only one 1O-wheel truck plus full-trailer combination (vehicle type lV) is operated. The
combination has a payload capacity of 30,0ü) litres, and a power of approximately 170 Hp.



A,ppendix E-n

STR{JET'IJRH OF T'HE TRüMAC TRUCK COST MOÞEL

'n. Trac'tor Varlable Goets:

DRIVER: based on driver wage ratqs
FUEL: based on unit price x consumption rate
REPAIRS: fle€t average costs of parts, lubricants, based on S-year-old

tractors
CLEANING: fleet average cost experience
TFANSPORT: fleet average costs of oextra' equipment (i.e., pumps, hoses,

safety equipment, but excluding tarps, refrigeration)
ïRES: fleet average cost experience

2. Tractor Fked Cods:

DEPRECLATON: based on new 1986 capital cost straight-line depreciated at
79.21lyeu for 5 years, and then replaced

UCENCE: annual licence feo varying by registered g.v.w.

3. Traller Varlabþ Goets:

REPAIRS: sa¡Te as for tractor, except S-year old trailer is assumedCLEANING: satne as for tractor, except as experienced with trailers
THANSPORT: same as for tractor, except as experienced with trailers
TTRES: saÍìe as for tractor, exc€pt as experienced with trailers

4. Traller Fhed Coete:

DEPRECTATION: based on new 1986 capital cost stra¡ght-line deprec¡ated at
l%/mor¡th for 8 years, to scrap value

IJCENCE: annuat fee

5" !¡rsurance Gosts

- based on 3% of total cost, being a fleet average experience

6. Admlnlstratlon and lnterest

- based on 14c16 of Iotal cosf, be¡ng a fle€t average experience

7. 'ProftË

- successful Canadian trucking operat¡ng are expected to achieve an 'operating ratio"
(i.e., total expense: total revenue) of 0.90, implying an .operating profit; (not a return
on investment) of 10%

(Source: Reference [2S], pp. 7.16)
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